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Fig. I. The prototype buoy systeim, shown above, was developed
during tue research rcported herein for the U. S. INaval
Oceanograpic Oifice and the Office of lnaval Research
for tha Iiysurch Program (a hydrographic survey and
charting systemn). The photo was taken in the Great
Bay estua~y near Portsmouth, N. H., which provided,
ocean currenlts of two knots for parts of the full

scale experiimentai study.
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- AJSTRACT

Tkis docu'-ent reports-the results of an analytical design

study and a prototype experian-ntal program which investigated the

characteristics and performance of a buoy system for the U. S.

daval Oceanograpic Office ilysurch Program. The buoy system serves

as a reference station for a hyperbolic- navigation system for coastal

hydIograpnic survey. Tne work reported herein consisted of an

analytical evaluation of several classes of buoy systenis, a detailed

design of a prototype system, an experinntal program with a full

scale prototype buoy system in two oceanic environments, and an

evaluation of the operational characteristics of the prototype system.(

The prototype evaluation shoved that a highly compliant taut-

wire moored surface Duoy configuration can providevertical stabili-

£ ties of less than eigit degrees variation and a v.atch circle of ap-
£

proximately ten percent of depth, in sea conditions of up to Sea

£ State four and with ocean currents up to three quarters of a knot.

I
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1. BACKGIRUaD AWd OJECTIVES OF THE

BUlOY iDEVELOPI-ET STUUY

A. I14TRINgUCTION

In February 1967 the Experimental Astronony Laboratory at the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology undertook a feasiility study

of a new hydr6graphic survey and charting system for the U. S. Uaval

Oceanographic Office. The results of that study, .published in

February 1968 is a system knodn as Hysurch (Hydrographic" survey and

charting system). * One of the central purposes of the Hysurch System

is to decrease the tire required for the acquisition and processing of

data associated with hydrographic survey work. For a detailed des-

cription of the Hysurch concept, the reader is referred to Reference

Q! 1 l which provides a rather con;plete picture of the IHysurch system.

a. IWAVIGATIOi( SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS OF HYSURCH PROGR,4

Une. of tie key ingredients in the Hysurch system, is the ac-

quisition of depth information by high speed sound boats. These boats

traveling at speeds up to thirty-five knots, use acoustical soundi.ng

techniques to acquire water depth information over the path traversed

by tne sound boat. For charting purposes, it is criticalto know the

position of the sound boat to correlate with the acquired depth infor-

mation. The Hysurch system proposes that a radio-navigation system of

the nyperbolic type2 ' 3 ' 4 ' 5 be used. A description of how a hyperbolic

*All superscript nunerals indicate references listed in Appendix I.
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system works, is given in Reference 1 and is quoted here.

"To set up a hyperolic navigation grid, a logistics boat ueploys

a transmit-receive buoy (a slave station) within a mile of shore near

an endpaint of the whole survey. A monitor craft nominally twenty miles

off shore near the center of tate to be surveyed coast length, has a

similar transmit-receive station called a master station. The radio

waves emnating from the slave interfere destructively with or cancel

the radio waves from tne master at very nearly fixed points on the

earth (as long as the stations are securely anchored).

These points all lie on a hyperbola as shown in Figure I, hence,

the name hyperbolic system. The hyperbolas are called lanes, low sup-

pose a second slave station is deployed by a logistic boat at the othEr

endpoint of the survey, again anchoring within a mile of shore. Seventy

miles is a noinal slave-station-pair separation. Slave No. 2 also has

a transtit-receive capability, on the same carrier frequency---1.5-2.0

mFz---as both slave do. 1 and the master station. This sets up a second

set of hyperbolic lines of waves cancellation. It will be seen from

Figure III that the two sets of hyperbolas intersect at various angles

making up a radiation net. If, now, a sound boat is traveling across

this net, it will locate itself within the net if:

1. It has a radio receiver that can count the hyper-

bolas the boat is crossing by noting the rise

and fall of the received signal. This signal

always reflects the degree of cancellation of

the waves from the master station and one of the

slaves. The signal goes nearly to zero (or to

a minimum) as a lane is crossed,

2
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2. uhick slave is being received, i.e., which

Shyperbole set is being counted is &etermined

as follaus: Each hyperbola set is modulated

with a different tone ouilt into the mater

and slave stations. Thus, the two tones, de-

reigulated at the receiver, are separately used

j to count hyperbolas or lanes 'on the two sets

of lanes.1 3.. Finally, the master station aboard the nitor-

craft can kncu where it is all times relative

I to the sla;es, and can oep track of its posi-

tion, that is, keep stationed about tWenty miles

off shore, accordingly. It does this by dual

! ranging on its slaves. See Reference 1, 2, 3,

4, 5, for more details on dual-range system.

C. GEERAL PURPOSES OF UOY DS_:GI STUDY

The Hysurch System, then, requires buoys as slave stations for

the radio navigation system. As one can surmise, the accuracy of lo-

cation for these buoys is of critical importance to the performance

of the Hysurch System. Uncertainty in the slave station position

places a similar uncertainty in the location of the sounding boats,

hence an error in the positca associated with the received depth

sounding data. An error analysis, by the H.I.T. group, indicates that

buoy location watch circles should be approximately 10 pq.rccnt of water

depth, for shallow coastal weters of up to about two hundred feet.

5
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rbe purrqo. of tae program of research reported in this docu t,

u,6 to ccadrct a stu4 of various bijWy configuraLiocs vich Mi!ht meet

I the performance requiresents, amd to do a full scale prototype in situ

evaluation of toe systen or systems most likely to provide toe requisite

characteristics. This report contains a revieu of the design stud, a

i discussion of trade offs associated uith variow buoy and zooring ow-

i figurations, a description of the e.xperiawtal prograu under iAich the

prototype was evaluated, and a review of the operation.! characteriitics

of ine desigiuM uoy in ocean currents LV to tuso knots andwave cwmdf-a

tions equivalent to approximately Sea State 4.
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* : lis .HiaM SYSTcA i&f.SIG. 16:d , xALYSIS

A. OXKsIOGW

* There is considreble interest in taut-uire wored surface buoys

.a m quasi-staie p'atform for radio-navigator stations, particularly

for hydrographic surveysysteuss' 6  Radio-navigation2 system, working

in either the duial-range sode or the hyperbolic mode require radio fre-

jquency transponders at two "fixed" slave stations and a master station

- at a Uird location. This report is concerned with the design and

evaluation of a buoy system within which to mnt such a radio-navi-

gation system to serve as a "fixed" slave station. This section of

* - the report till discuss the specification for such a buoy system, the

" design alternatives, two specific buoy system, and the components

* which might be used for an operational system.

B. BUOY SYSTEM SPECIFICATION

Various strategies for survey navigation systems were considered

by Blood, et al, in reference 1. iased upon the recorc&ndation, by

Mslood, et al, that the Hysurch System should eaploy a hyperbolic navi-

ition chain, error analyses wiere conducted to determine the navigation

.- quiremnts for Hysurch. This error analysis, revealed that the 3d-

buoy position errors over a region of about 70 x 40 nautical miles

should be kept belo. 52 feet due to all causes.1

Both Blood, et al, and the U. 1i. H. group have investigated

the inherent position accuracy capabilities of radio-navigation systens.

0
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Appendix 11 contains a ptblisihd sun.--y of electronic positioning

systsc,. The R.I.I. survey and the U. it. H. indeVw-nt sursy

strongly suggest that the folloaing navigation system should be con-

sidered further for 1lysurch application (not ranked):

a) Hi-Fix, by Oecca Survey Systes, Inc.

b) Raydist UR-S, by ilaysings-Raydist, Inc.

c) Sea-Fix, by Oacca Survey Systes, Inc.

Manufacture doa and an analysis by iigelow7 generally suggestiI that the abow- radio navigators can indicate position with an accuracy

I , of 25 feet or less. Available data does not, however, evaluate these

systems under conditions similar to those which will be encountered in!

I ilysurcn application. Analysis was conducted of a hyp.rboli.c chain,

using the manufacturer's publishad accuracies of a standard deviation

I* of 0.01 ean lanes. This review suggests that accuracy contours over

a 70 x 40 nautical dile grid covered by a hyperbolic lattice are in

the worst case 8 seter (26.2 feet). To obtain a specification for a

buoy slave station which will have this basic error of 8 meteri, let

us add a 0.01 lane error for the master station position. A review

of Appendix A6.3 of reference 1, indicates that a master station po-

sition error of 0.01 lane results in approximately 3 meters (10 feet)

error for the worst case. The only remaining errors, will be buoy

movement-. Starting with an overall position system error specifica-

tion of 52 feet, of which approximately 26 feet is basic error in the

hyperbolic lattice and 10 feet is provided for uncertainties in cor-

rected master station position, one has about 16 feet for buoy pdsi-

tion (wsatch circle) uncertainty. Since the plysurch system proposes1

I 8



buoy installation water depths of 15 Lo 150 feet, the buoy position

4uncertainty of vaten circle specification should be approxitely 10%

of the deepest water depths propos.!d. Ming this sisplified analysis-

as a basis, thie following specifications for watch circle performance

were set:

1) Operating Depths - 15 to 150 feet.

2) Match Circle - Approximate lo° of Maximum tUepth

An analysis by Quinn (ref. 6) indicates that vertical stability

of the buoy of t 200 will provide the necessary antenna gain for the

system to operate ithin specifications. This analysis, assumed a

30 foot whip antenna, which corroborates tie published data by Decca.

Based upon these analyses, the vertical stability specification was

set at:

3) Vertical staoility of buoy: t 20 degrees off vertical for

- Sea State 4.

The specification set by reference 1 for ocean curren4s was

"each unit will operate reliably in the normal configuration in Sea

State 3 condition or with cui-rents of 4 knots in 100 feet of water.

With a supplemental anchor, each unit must survive a Sea State 4 con-

dition for one week or currents up to 7 knots in 100 feet of water".

Iased on the state-of-the-art for buoy systeirs and based upon discus-

sions with Nav ceano personnel, the ocean current specification, during

normal operation, was set at a maximum of two knots.

4) Ocean Currents: 2 knots (Max) coupled with Sea State -3.

9
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The vertical Stability requirennts in a State 3 Sea in efrect

set specifications for the sea wave conditions under u:hich the buoy

system mst function. The Hysurch specification1 of Sea State 3 sug-
8i

gests an H1/ 3  4.6 feet 8 . Howe.ver, the Sea State 4 requirement set

in specification Ho. 3 above indicates that. the system must be able

to perform under conditions of 11/3 6.9 feet. There is often diffi-

culty in setting a specification in terms of sea states because of

ambiguities in objective interpretation. Therefore, an additional spe-

cification beyond the sea state specification of item No. 3 above is

included. This specification is based upon data available through the

U. S. ifaval Oceanographic Office, I which shot-s that seas with 5 foot

average waves or less and winds of 17 knots or less are to be expected

80% of the time. These figures are based upon annual averages of com-

bined data from the Vietnam and North Atlantic areas. The system

study assumed that hydri raph survey operation could be conducted 5

out of 7 days, or approximately 71% of the time, on the average, which

is consistent with the 80% assumed above. Hence, the wave and wind

specifications were set at:

5) Wave Conditions: H1/ 3 < 5 feet from any direction

6) Wind Conditions: Vel .5 17 knots from any direction

Other operational requirements were indicated by the U. S. Naval Oceano-

graphic Office during the design of the study reported herein:

7) Anchoring Topology: Anchors must function in a spectrum

of bottcm conditions, ranging from

marine sediments to rock and coral.

8) System E;eight: An operational, air-deployable system

should weigh no more than 1500 pounds in-

cluding anchor and all buoy sub..
I 10
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*systeis. A ship d-ployz.,lc syste.q

should not exceed 2500 pou,'. T. e

1 buoy should be capble of carrying.

200 pou.ds of navigational elec-

tronics and cor.ponents, within the

overall operational weights given

above.

9) Method and Duration
of Deploynw2nt: An operational buoy system should

be deployable by helicopter or sur-

I face vessel in approximately two (2)

I hours. Once imnplanted, tfie buoy-

N -should function for 5 days.

The above specifications serve as a basis for the University of

Ndew Hanpsnire design study, reported herein. Tnese specifications are

suirmarized in Table I.

I J
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-~ TABLE II

BUOY SYSTEM u9sI7Uid SPECIFICAT IO/S*

Specification for a navigation slave station buoy

I%
I. OPERATIN4G wATER QEPTHS . . . . . .............. 15 - 150 feet

2. MUOY WATCH CIRCLE** . . . . . . . . . . . . 10% of Maximum Depth

3. VERTICAL STAJILITY OF JUOY ............. ... + 200 off Vertical

4.. OCL&I CURREITS TO 3E SUSTAIMiE) ........ .... Up to 2 knots

5. WAVE CO,)ITIO .S ...................... HI 3  5 feet
I

6. 040 CO DITIo (S . . ....... ....... .. Vel 17 knotsi
7. AiJCHURING TOPOLOGY .............. From mud to rock

8. SYSTEM WEIGHTS
I

Air :eployable 1500 lbs (total)
Ship Deployable ............... 2500 lbs (total)

Niavigational System Payload .............. 200 lbs

9. !41ETHiOJ OF UEPLOYMi-EIT

Air veployable Highly Desirable

Ship Deployable .... .................. . Acceptable

10. OEPLOYtiENT TIES

Time for Implantation. 2 ors

Survey Duration for which buoy is reg'd . . . . . . . . 5 days

The above specifications %,ere used as guides to design a prototype
navigational buoy system. An operational system will have speci-
fications which are dependent upon the results of this design and
evalution study. .

* he watch circle is that circle within which the buoy will most
probably be for the wave, wind, and current specifications.

12P0'inun.-. 'rc,. s i ac 2 ' '-r'~-S v'.uy..~ '
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C. LRITIC.RL Wt.Uht-;LUS 1,1 :AbO¥ MALYSIS

iissu,:2 one flas a taut-,ire wooring as sketched in Fig. IV(a). The

taut-wire can ue generally viewed as shin in Fig. V. If vie confine our

analysis to coastal installations, tne water depth niot be, say, 200 feet.

As will be seen later in this analysis, the taut-wire tensions should be

in te range of 2000 lbs, in order to obtain "small" watch circle perfor-

mance. If we assuire a drag on the cable (p), .'ue to 2.5 knot current,.

to oe Z.4 b/ft, then we can determine tne catenary formed due to current

drag alone (that is, we'll neglect the weight catenar effects, since the

cables which might be used in a taut-wire mooring have distributed weight

loads which are at the hiost 10% of the distri6uted current drag effects).

If:
Tension at end of cable = T

Tension at mid-point of cable - To

Length of the cable = L

The chordal sag = y

Tne angular difference e2 - 02 ,
and if To = 2000 lbs, tnen using standard catenary analysis, we find

that:
T L
T-=-° (cosil 1L 1); assuming that
Y=i 2-

1J = It

y = 3.3 feet

T = T cosh neglecting tUe effect of )i0 2T 0  ,

- T-= COS05=

T 1.00405"50

13
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[Iercfor, OZ - e -100. dascd on Usis sisplifie-d irialy~is, cre can

see that tce c:-orJdj sag is winizll, provided . are ecaling with snallc-i

watcres f2 '). Tnerefore, for the critical variiblcs analysis will as-

*su2 tat the cdble is straight, that is, no catenary is present.

I A sisplified free body analysis of a straight taut-wire moored bwy,

* (noting that the watch circle of 105 of maRjximm depth specification re-

quires that 0 3°) reveals tat:

ta -o = TOTAL OAG FORCES Od UOY
tan 0

* ACTIVE WYA-ICY OF dMY

tan 30 = 0.0524, which suggests that total drzg forces on
the buoy sinould be less than 5: of the active
buoyancy of the buoy.

The critical aspect of tne boy design problem then is to keep the

total drag force on the buoy small conpared to iet buoyancy cf buoy.

Therefore, we seek a favorable drag to displacei-nt ratio, whicn we

riil. call ().

0. ufbIM ,IiTEPWiATIVES FOR rUUY SYSTEM

The scope of tis report is not such that a detailed analysis can

ie included. A theoretical analysis of a taut-iire mooring is being pre-

pared in companion report. A sunuary of the analysis approach is given

below:

1) A variety of buoy shapes were analyzed in terms of drag to

* displacement ratio to determine favorable configurations.

2) Favoraole buoy shapes which are co:irercially availaole, or

wnich appearLd to be relatively easy to manufacture we-re

analyzed to determine watch circle behavior, pitch and heave

characteristics, and other perfonwance vaiiables.

ii' 16
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3) rfo prcJisi,: eksig, coafijuraticn.s ure n ded in l.

1As St ea-n1ul of L:ze drzg to isplaceLkzt ratio revicna, oce finds

for cz:::--rcia1Jj available b ojs Wne follwinig A values (tiese are the-

Wost optirsti-c figures for 2.5 knot currents).

a) 5' Npherical buoy A .047

b) 8' Toroidal iuoy x" .022

c) 6" Paraolic duoy A = .014

d) 8' Parabolic Buoy .0095

-Since I is a t-asure of the expected watch circle, a small A is the most

desirable. The above buoys, aung several others, were analyzed in de-

tail to obtain perfor-,,ace characteristics. For example, torpedo-shaped
iI

buoys, such as the honeyviell Buoy and the plank-on-edge were discarded

because their soa-keeping charact:;ristics in waves and surface currents

leaves much to be desired.

Based on the detailed analysis of expecLed perforruance, the 8'
i

Parabolic Buoy was selected for detailed design (a conputer analysis of 4%

this design will be available in another report to be published in May

A simplified analysis, used prior to the computer study, revealed

that an 8' parabolic buoy in !80' of wvater, with a 2-knot current and 21-

knot wind (sea fully developed) will have a watch circle in the range of

25 feet to 50 feet, with the most probable being 30 feet. An ifndepen-

dent analysis by another organization suggests a watc, circle of 41 feet.

Tie analysis do not reveal reliable predictions of vertical stabi.lity.

The 8' Parauolic Luoy had the "best" expected performance, even

tnouih the watch circle projections were out-of-specification. It was

17



I

deci&-d that e.nwerirints siioulzi be crducted to d.ALenminc .i c,

! perforwnca. Toe analy i. hed ic-n nilily ccnseryz'ive t. eco-i.t for

tWe lack of detailed hydromyniic dca on the configuration. Therefore,

it was felt that the projected 30' watch circle was a cornse-vati v es-

timte. Thus, an engineering prototype evaluation was proposed aId ac-

cepted by the U. N. daval Owanograpoic Office. tetails of oat evalua-

tion constitute a major portioa of the rerindEr of this docurent.

6ecause of the uncertainty in the perfobiance of the 8' Parabolic

Buoy, a second buoy was considered. Toe Sea-Flyte, as this sec..d buoy

Deca. knom, is based woon the concept that a hydrodynamic lift in

proportion to the ocean current can be generated by an airfoil section.

As the ocean current increases, the lift increases, which is precisely

vnat is needed. To obtain the mooring wire tension needed to produce

small watch circles, a hydrostatic buoy awst use displacererant to obtain

the'active buoyancy forces. In the high current envIron;nt, the neces-

sary taut-wire tensions can be augiwnted by hydrodynamic lift. This

concept was used in a buoy designed and developed in conjunction with

Arben Marine Products of Long Beach, California, and is described in
i

Appendix III. A pnotograph of the wing section, prior to final assenbly

is sho'in in Figure VI.

18
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I

E. L'lzIIIZ; OF L"Oy SYST

The uuoy syste., sinounl in Figure VII, consists of seven rujor

co xxPeOt sections.

1 1) Surface duoy

2) Antenna

3) 1ooring isridle

4) Compliant Taut-,iire fooring

5) Ancior

6) Sea-Fix Systemi

7) Instrumentation and Power Supplies

*SURFACE BUOY

The analysis of possible surface buoy configurations suggested

that a horizontal attitude PRRA-iUOY* w;ould co.T closest to meting

the specifications. A standard eig;it-foot (8') buoy, model 8-200

was selected. (Ilanufacturer's catalog information is shaan in Figure

VIII) To accoinxdate the radio-navigation transceiver, instrumen-

tation, and po..er supplies, four (4) 12" Via. x 32" Deep instrument

copartnnnts were designed into the buoy (Tne orientation and loca-

tion of these cun-artw.nts is shown in Figure Viii.) The four com-

partments contained:

Compartment I - Sea-Fix Slave Station

Conpartirnt 2 - 3 Lead-Acid Batteries (24VDC Supply)

Copartment 3 - Engineering Evaluation Instrumentation

Co artment 4 - 3 Lead-Acid Batteries (24VDC Supply)

*A product of Prodelin, Inc., Hisritstomn, Neat Jersey.

20
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28.9

3/32" Stainless Steel
Guide Wires

-. A0

Antenna
Z* -Load Coil '

Radar Reflector -

3/16" Galvanized Guide Wire- >-N .. 4,

Buoy, 8' Diam,:eter ___ _

Galvanized Tripod Legs

1 5/16" Dia.

,* I '

200/ Para Weight

Figure VII

Layout Details; of Parabolic Sea-FIx Buoy
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I
-! -"

Tne buoy is constructed of alur:inum, wi tn spun parabolic ieads;.- The

w-elded buoy is poyuretihane foam-filled to assure buoyancy..; The

I alu. Anum is'treated for corrosion resistance and painted with epoxy"

I paint.
U
I

*The fiysurch System requires rapidly deployable slave buoys. A

30' rigid antenna presents some obvious handling difficulties. Based
I

. upon considerable study, it is recommended that an operational buoy be

designed with a STENi* Antenna. Stem antennas are collapsile antennas1 '
which can be stored on a- drum, much like a clock spring. Upon un-

reeling the spring, tie strip of spring-metal overlaps itself forming

a high strength tubular antenna (Detailed infonnation on Stem Antennas

( is provided in Appendix IV).

The major objective of the study reported herein, was to deter-

I mine the feasibility of using a buoy as a navigation slave station, and

since tie sten antennas are relatively costly, it was decided that a

| solid whip antenna of conventional design would be used for these en-

gineering studies. Tie stem antennas are recormmended for an opera-

tional system; however, additional analysis and experiment on sten

should be undertaken prior to the final design of a buoy. The dynamic

response of a stem antenna, of the lengths contempted'for the Hysurch

buoys, remains an unanswered question, in our opinion. (Appendix IV

does include the results of some sea tests on stem antennas for.the

Cemini spacecraft in State 4 Seas.)

..-iritcnna product of Spari Aerospace Products Lim,ited, Foi'onto,
atari. (At division of de liavillad Mirrraft oi" Canada).
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For this study, a Colunbia* Model 222 was irodified to produce a.

30 foot (effective ;.f. lengtir) antefina. This fiberglass antenna was
mounted on a five-foot (5') aluminumn stand-off, which placed the top

i ii

of the antenna approximiately 36' above the ocean surface. The upper

iU' of the antenna was not given additional support; hoever, consi-

derable effort was made to stabilize the lot-er parts of the antenna.

Four diamo)nd spreaders (See Figure VII) were.placed in quadrature be-

tWeen the Antenna base and a point 18' above the base which is above

a known node on the antenna. These spreaders tended to stabilize the

antenna, from natural frequency oscillations. The antenna was bolted

to the five-foot stand-off, which in turn was bolted to the surface

* buoy mounting flange.

The mid-point of the diarond spreader stabilizers (9' from an- .

tenna base) was. supported by three guy wires to the surface buoy (Guy

wires were, in general, 3/32" stainless stranded wire, terminated with

r.f. insulators and "nicopress" fittings). In addition, the five-foot

antenna stand-off was supported by 3 - 3/16". guy wires to the surface

buoy.

The antenna stand-off also supported the oceanographic buoy 4

warning light, the radar reflector, and the Sea-Fix antenna loading

coil.

MOORIIG BRIDLE

The buoy was 'designed to operate with a tripod mooring bridle,

approximately 8'2" in height. The bridle (See Figures VIII &,X) is

essential to the operation of the buoy, since it provides the neces-

M lanufactured uy Columbia Products, Inc., Colui-bia, South Carolina.
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I sary righting i.*:--ts for the specified vertical stibility. The 1 5/16"

galvanized tripod legs are belted to tne surface buoy at one end and to

j an apex yoke at the other. The yoke, pro'ides the Joring point as well-

as a muhting point for the dynamic stabilizing v:2ights (shown in Figure

VII as "Para-P.eight"). These weights have the effect of substantially

increasing the. pitch/roll moment of inertia, which is required. for dy-

i namic stability.

IHOORIrdGI

The taut-wire nioring was one of the critical components in the

design. Because of the wide range of expected water depths and tidal

conditions, the Jioriag must be capable of acconm.dating length canges.

The study of mo~orings was focused on nthods of overcoming tidal varia-

! tions while still maintaining irooring tension and essentially a constant

buoy water-line. As a part of a research program associated with the

Sea-Spider effort of the Office of daval Research, the U. N4. Ii. design

group had been studying techniques to develop quasi-constant tension

taut-wire m.ori 9s. The first major application of the quasi-constantIt
tension 'taut-wi re -ooring was d2veloped for Sea-Spider I. -The basic

principle in these moorings is to use a spring-like material with high

compli-ance compared to the deflections aiticipated in a design. This

fact can be easily seen from the basic lin;earized relationship for a

spring-like material:

Force (F) = dplentx)-
compliance Q.)

' k

Therefore:
df dx !

LF x

27
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I
I which indicates that. the Z change in displacerwent results in an equal

change in force. Therefore, the length of the spring-like caterial

f under load must be large compared to tidal variations (say 10 feet),
I 0 °

or the material must be highly corpliant (note . a constant force

I spring is infinitely copliant).

There are numerous ways of obtaining this corliance. In an

operational buoy system, one can imgine a constant tension winch on

i the mooring cable, Which would serve both for storing of the mooringi
cables as well as providing the constant tension.

I For the prototype evaluation, a relatively simple approach was

~.used. The wooring used four (4) one-inch(l " ) diameter solid 11ATSYX

rubber rods, configured as shcmn in Figures XI & XII. For the load

i levels used, (approxirately 2000 lbs.) this rubber produces approx-

imately 2.0 lb. per percent elongation per rubber rod, which for

.this woring resulted in a force change of 50 lb/ft of water depth

I [change. For example, a 10-foot tidewould change the r:-oring..tension

by 500 lbs. This tidal effect results in the buoy. water-line change of

i 2 inches, which is- negligible. "

The rubber links were secured t0 the anchor with self-aligning

momiting yokes and shackles. A standard underwater swivel was used

to eliminate torsional rotation problems. All shackles were of the

-seizable type.

AiCIiORIG

An operational siave-buoy system, which has a total weigiit of

1500 to 2500 lbs., presents a difficult anchoring problem. It is

(r,i the fig'wc:s beloi." that th. buo.. syste,; exclus j W of zi

ioachor can be built within th se specificatiois:
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I

Antenna Section - 140 lb. -

Buoy (uith Sea-Fix,
Instr.,.and 3.4 Kd-hrs.
of 24VYOC Po~er) - 720 lb.

Bridle and Iooring Cables- 300 lb.

1160 lb.

However, it is also clear that a deadeighitanchor can not exceed

a feu hundred pounds. Since mooring tensions must be approximately

2000 lb., some other anchor technique for an operational system must

be found.

For obvious reasons, enbedn'nt anchor. iere studied. This study

revealed that the "Seastble", developed by the National iaterlift

Company holds the greatest promise for the Ilysurch application. These

anchors have been evaluated extensively by the Naval Civil Engineering

Laboratory, who can supply detailed reports. Appendix V contains a

sunrmary of data on these anchors, and a list of anchor applications.

To evaluate the buoy performance characteristics, a l.ight-weight

anchor is not necessary; hence, the anchors used in this study were

similar to the Sea-Spider anchor design, reported in Reference 8,

_SEA-FIX

A study conducted jointly by RAVOCEAiRO, I.I.I.T. , and U.NIL. per-

sonnel, revealed that the Sea-Fix radio-navigation system was the most -

prol;ising candidate for Hysurch applications. The details of that

study are beyond the scope of this report. However, the key factors

in the decision to use.a Sea-Fix system were slave station size and

(-... Wv~i . t , a:i (a the averace pC"'r rcq 'i rer.:-nts. A descri ption of the

". .CeJ, a proposed dicsc "een , r o-er supply, and general

I3



- ii
0 operating characteristics ame given in Appendix VI (The buoy d&scribed

in that appendix is not recominded by the, authors, but it is included

* in the appendix since the material was prepared by the Sea-Fix manu-

facturer.)

I IUSTRUMIEITS MID POUER SUPPLY

The engineering evaluation instrujnitation is described in the

next section. The power supply ..as a -set of 6 standard 12VDC marine lead-
I A

acid batteries. These batteries were fully charged, degassed, and seal-

ed prior to installation. - -

S I

-020"

II

.-

I I
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I

!Ii. EXPERWt.1fTAL PROGRAI.

An experiintal program was undertaken to investigate the perfor-

mance of a prototype system consisting of a radio navigation slave sta-

tion mounted on a taut-wire moored surface buoy. The use of a quasi-I
stable buoy as the platfoim for the reference station of a navigation

I system poses problems not encountered with land installations. First,

the buoy location is not fixed; there is a region of probable location,1

determined by the buoy dynamics and the local weather. Second, the
I

buoy does not retain a vertical orientation, hence the transmi'ftting/

receiving whip antenna is not always vertical,-which can create a re-

duction in transmitted power and which can significantly alter the

antenna radiation pattern. Third, experience has sho.-,,n that antenna-

to-ground plane interaction is critical at the frequencies coinnonly

used for this application. The warped ocean surface makes it difficult

to "tune" the antenna to the radio transmitter for maximum radiated

po.er.

The program consisted of two series of tests: one with the system

I exposed to high currents, but relatively light wind and wave disturbance

and the second with moderate to heavy wind and wave conditions, but

r relatively low currents. Division of the tests was dictated in part

by physical characteristics of conveniently located water test areas

and in part .by the desire to identify the separate effects of wind-wave

and current inputs to the buoy system.

Three primary mathods of data collection were emjloyekd. Two Wild

T-2 theodolites operated from shore-.based observation stations were used

for direct mloniitoring (see Figure X1II). Two Gizannini Scientific data

caperas, mounted near the theodolite stations, provid:!d data for higher

33
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frequency notion; of the buoy. On-board instru.,,entation was installed
I ..

to obtain records of the buoy dynamic bchavior.,I -)

Cbncurrent with the buoy dynamic testing, a program was .conducted

by personnel of the Experimental Astrono:i .Laboratory at the Massachusetts

Institute of. Tednology to obtain operating performance data for the Decca

Sea Fi'x radio navigation system. During test periods-, transmission was

maintained between the buoy slave station and te master station at Race

Point Coast Guard Station near Provinceto:n (see Figure XIV), Cape Cod,

Massachusetts, and the nbile slave station installed ih astation wagon

(.howmn in Ref. 6) ahdopdr'ated over.the 6iorthern shore of Cape .CQd from

.- Provincetwn t6 Cape Ann.

A. On-Board Ins trumnntati on

The following instrutments were installed in the test buoy (see

Figure XV): a .two-axis vertical gyroscope to monitor quadrature tilt

components (pitch and roll), an accelerormater to r..onitor vertical accel-

eration, and a strain gage tensionter to monitor nooring cable tension.

A Sun rers model K7 vertical gyroscope was secured to a platfornm on

the instrunent package which was installed in one of the buoy corart-

ments. The gyroscope was aligned with the buoy vertical axis so that

departure f'rom vertical could be determined by* th-e readout of the tr. o -

quadrature pick-off signals. Bias voltages allow-.ed the net output sig- I
nals to indicate mid-scale deflection on a two channel Rustrak recorder

for zero angle of tilt in both axes. Gyroscope circuit connections and

calibration curves are sho-n in Figure XVI.

-03
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U A Kistler model. 35011 servo accelerowater was used for vertical

* acceleration rnasureitents. This unit has a raximum range of + 50 g but

circuits were provided to adjust the operating range to + 2 g which was

judged to be reasonable for predicted accelei-ations due to heaving of

the buoy. This value was based on estimates of wave anvlitues I

periods for sea states to be encountered during the tests. The accel-

ero!-,ter was centrally located in the mst of the buoy which was sealedr

to prevent .water damage to the unit. Acceleroreter output was fed to

one channel of a spcofid Rustrak on-board recorder which indicated a

nearly linear + 10 division full scale deflection for A 2 g output.

- Wboring cable tension was monitored on the second channel of the

second Rustrak recorder by irans of a conpensated SPA strain -age

bridge. The gage elemants were mounted on a special link in the .oor

line and were taped and sealed for protection and i;'aterproofing.

Figure XV!I- shows the Tensioineter Bridge circuit and mounting.

Figure XVI~i is a schematic diagram of the accelerom2ter and tensiometer

circuitry, including battery poer sources and isolation operational

aimlifiers.

Two waterproof switches were provided external to the instru!ent

conpartqmnt to control poer to the Sea Fix transmitter and to the in--

strumLnt package. Since the buoy cojipartIment covers %.,ere fastened with-* I
24 bolts, opening a copart. .nt was a major task. The external switches

I enabled an operator to nzrely reich over to the buoy from a small boat

and control power to the radio transm:itter or to the instrm:ents and

recorders. A small panel np.ter to check the charge condition of the

Sea Fix storag2 battery suipply was a15. installed in th , istruwnt

1 39
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compartirnnt and visible through the plexiglass cover. It was antici-

pated that these batteries would have to be recharged periodically to ,

maintain the required minimum voltage for proper operation of the radio

I -navigation equipment.

B. Tidal Current Tests Little Bay Test Site

The primary objective of this test series was to evaluate the

dynamics of the taut-wire moored buoy in a high tidal current environ-

ment. The Bay iUplantation point indicated in Figure XIX, was selected

-to provide up to 2 knots of current and offered convenient shore obser-

vation points. Water depth was approximately 52 feet, tidal variation

6-8 feet during the period of test, and current generally in a north-

south direction.

Preparation for the buoy test consisted of first placing the

railroad wheel anchor and attaching a temporary cable and tag buoy.

The Para-luoy and taut-wire moor as sho,,n in Figure XI was then in-

stalled. Block and tackle loading from tile surface was enrployed to

extend the elastic links sufficiently to allow the upper basket sup-

port to be made fast to the base of the.tripod structure with a short

" by-pass cable. Baselines were established for the two shore stations

and theodolites and cameras installed.

Tests.were conducted on 26 and 27 August, during which a total

of 13 hours and 25 minutes of data were collected. Current and wind

velocity 'and direction nmasurenitts in the vicinity of the buoy were

mkide to provide correlating data and a small amount of on-board instru-

m -nt da ta :as recorded. Theodoloite readi C...; we. obt-aiiecd at five
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minute intervals ant! were synchronized between the two shore stations

by two-way radio. Son photograp';.c data was obtained but difficulties

were encountered with bore-sighting the canmeras to obtain proper franiing.

Cohtact with the Sea Fix flaster "tation (approximately 75 miles" away) was

nde successfully after proper tuning of the slave transmitter, but a

frequency shift w.as recomMrnded before the more extensive tests were

4 conducted at the Isles of Shoals.
o. $

C. 1lind and Wave Tests - Isles of Shoals Test Site

Open water tests of the buoy system were conducted in the vicinity

of Star and White Islands, Isles of Shoals, New Hampshire, 1Iuring 5 to

12 September, during which a total of 14 hours and 30 minutes of data

y were collected, Water dept! was approximately 140 feet with tidal range

of 8-0 -feet, The mooring point, shown in Figure XX, was selected to

provide realistic exposure to wind and wave forces which prevail in the

southeast to northeast sector. The buoy instrumnts, batteries, and

radio equipment were reinstalled after transfer from Little Bay to the

Isles location, Assistan.-e in p.lacing the mooring anchor was obtained

from the United States Coast Guard and buoy and cable attachirent follow-

ed the general procedure of the Uay installation. The mooring system is

shown in Figure XII.

Observation stations were set up on Star and White Islands. Data

runs consisted of theodolite readings at 5 minute intervals plus hourly

instrumentation recordings and observations of current. wind and general

sea conditions. Radio contact between the base stations and with tle

snall boat operating crew .:-s maintained u',ing V R-FN tralsci'vers.

S I *44
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Communication with the ISTER and i'0ILE Sea Fix teams to coordinate

radio navigation tests was provided by an HF-FMI radio system.

I

D. Test Results I
*Test conditions in Littile Bay were relatively calm, with no storms

affecting the'buoy. I-lave effects were slight, and the buoy was not sub-

.jected to much short duration moveint.' The tests were conducted over

approximately a half cycle of tidal current variation, consequently,

the buoy was always subjected to uni-directional current during any one

test period, This tended to give the buoy a small constant vertical

inclination. --- -

• Test conditions .at. the Isles of Shoals were more varied than in the

Day. The buoy was subjected to wave, current, tide, and wind effects.

An approaching storm produced sea states close to State 4 on 10 Septen-

Figure XXI). Final tests on 12 September were not valid since three

of the four elastic links were discovered to have failed sometinim

during'the storm and the buoy was suspended by a single link,
Test data characteristics are sUmIParized as follows:

... Visual oservation and manual recording.
Hligh quality data, Five iinute record-
incg intervals. [Uata reveals buoy watch
circle performaice. Estimated values of
maximum antenna tilt obtained. "

Data Cameras Check on theodolite data to support val-
idity of taking observations at five min-
ute intervals. Antenna tilt angles are
readable. Little Bay data fair to good.
Shoals data poor due to focus and bore
sighting difficulties.

Gx3-gscoJ.Z Tilt ami~le" Z'.td 11eriod obtain%!;d. I",.:o
chaneln;s of dta rcccoru'-d fol Part Of

test period. One channel beca;:2 inter-

46
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-

mittent but the second channel provided'
useful data for the Shoals tests because
of the random yawing of the buoy.

' *: ; Accelerom'ter 'Periods and maximum values of acceleration

-obtained. Range of acceleration was only
.10-20% of anticipated value.

• Tensionter -Cable tension data obtained for short per-
ilod of tests. Failure in tensio-.ter cir-

t - , cuitry resulted in intermittent operation,

Theodolite data, recorded and processed by personnel from the 0.S.

Naval Oceanographic Office using the Universal Transverse Mercator Grid
emI10 •

Codrdinate system, was converted to computer plots showing the buoy

excursions for each data run. Reduced data for all tests is included

as AppendixVII, The computer'plots are sho.n in Figures XXII and XXIII

* ',for the Bay tests and in Figures XXIV through XXIX for the Shoals tests.

, The most probable location of the buoy for no wind, wave or current

disturbalice at each site, X,Y , was computed by averaging all coordinate

data recorded for the site and is' indicated on each plot to provide a

reference for buoy. motions. Although this point is not precise, it does

represeft a best estimate. for the true location of the mooring anchor
i and the undisturbed buoy directly above it, Current and wind vectors for

I l I

one of the'observed data points are also sho,.n.

A tabulation of ApparentBvoy Notion for each test day at Little

Bay and at'the Isles of Shoals appears in' Figure XXX. These data may

be interpreted as the maxiimim excursions of 'the buoy as sighted from

the Aheodolite shore stations. Excluding the 12 'Septei.ber test which

is. invalid due to the loss of tfiree elastic links iii the storm of 11
I, I I

() Septenbor, and defining the largest apparent total excursion as the

48
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1 - ___________ -____

I

(
;i [ ISIe, OF S11OALS I,?. It,.; 3.968

APPARENT BUOY MOTION

DATE TI1E STATION STATIN WI ND WIND SEA STATE
STAR WIIITE FORCE 1)] ECTION

5Sep i14 5 5-16 2 5i 1.68 ft. 1.43 ft. 5 to 6 SE by S State 2

6 Sep 1500--1 1 8.06 ft. 2.77 ft. 9 to 11 SE . State 3

, Sep 15 2 0-1 84 0 1 6.32 ft. 2.98 ft. i to 7 Variabl State 2
=B. to SS E

9 Sep 1400-1705 2.99 ft. 5.62 ft. 1 8 to i0 State 3

SI _ __ _

ft. _______State 3-4

f12 Sepal1120-3245! 12.74 ft. 8.91. ft. !25 to 30 wh; 4, Swell.

I- I 1State
.i2 Sep j1415-1700 21.81 ft. 116.89 ft. 125to 30 WS- .4, S.:el

-i I.State 4

*OJly one of four rubber cables intact follow.ing rough seas and strong

vwinds of 11 Sept.

LITTLE BANY, N.H., 1968

APPARENT BUOY MOTION
TIDES: 1000 LOW; j600 HIGH ON 27 Aug.

TDI" ME FOX PT. STATION" SOUIH CANERX .CURRENT
SPEED DIIREC''ION

1 26 Aug 0945-1645 6.1. feet 5.8 feet Up to 1. 8K 1ienerallv
I . . .... North-Spurut

27 Au, 1.030-1i655 7.7 feel. 6.4 feet 1400-J .' : cele ll
to i. ';;

2. ; ,, ~. -> C: ',,a te .iu ," . v:;, ii t e ;;.." ,, .!. 0.5h .,

5.

57. 1'O ERD~l



NOT REPRODUCIBLE

I*resultant of two quadrature eicursions listed in the above tables,

the data for 27 August yi el ds V (7.7) + (6.4)2' 10.0 feet (3.05 ,ieters)Ifor the Day tests. Similarly, for the Shoals tests on 6 Septeier,

V(8.06)2 + (2.77)2 =_ 8.5 feet (2.59 moters).

When wiatch circle performance about the computed average buoy posi-

tion is considered, a circle scribed about the 7, T point and includingI all buoy locations has its largest radius of 1.83 meters (6.00 feet) for

the Bay data of 27 August (Figure XXIII) and- a radius of 2.05 meters

(6.72 feet) for the Shoalsdata of 6 Septefrber (Figure XXV).

*To provide a me~asure of distribution of tne five minute interval

L sightings of the buoy position, maxima, rimedian, mocan, and standard de-

viation values for the iiay arid Shoals data were coimnputed and are pre-

i sented in Figure XXXI.

The fifteen-foot di aii2ter watch ci rcle- speci fi cati on was met by a

maximum resultant mtion,1 (6.96)2 + (6.98)' 9.90 feet (3.02 mcters)

for the roay tests. This specification was approxiimiately mat for the

150-foot depth of the Shoals tests by a mdaximium resultant motion,

V(13.97)? + (59L-16.4 feet (5.00 meters). Included in Figure

XXXI is a stmmnary of samplinilgs of carrnra, gyro, end acceleroi,,,ter data.

Analysis of the photographic record ofl the 27 Auguist L'a3' test *indicated-

a maximum11 buIoy 111tion of 6.89. feet and a mximum antennia tilt equal to

6.5 0 with 4.757 0 mean and 0.685 SO/Eea). Gyro data from the Shoals tests

of 6 and 8 Septeiber yielded a 1maximum11 antenaa tilt of 8.00 and a maxi-

;cl'riOn f 3/16 a (6.0.; ft./s;ec. )o lcbry

/.s note p'V I u. , -oas~1. :~ o~s!~~ ~ a .~

i . Ole to, s 1 1) i 119 rae o 0f the t'.do i C Ic c'.eivzi ons as 1.10 1 as to
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*"

de'A crua ack-up for the on-board instrur,-nt data system. The

effe'cts whiclr. cause suirface motions include wlaves, tides, currents, and

I S

wind., Tidal effects are of lo-, f'requency variation .and are taken to be

S a

. faithfqlly reproduced by the five-minute sampling period chosen for theo-

dolite observations. Current. variations in the test areas were observed

: to have gross periods corresponding to tidal periods and minor periods

• of one-half hour to several hiours. Again, their effects on buoy motion

1. hould be an~ly included in the theodolite data. Wlind and w¢aves may be

classed ifn tile field of relatively short period distnubances, w~ith per-

S I

iods approaching several Mninutes, Theodolite observations v.iere conai-

de'red to ajgo be, appropriately spaced to include these disturb~ances in

( ,so f6r as w~atch circle per-f'orwance w.as concerned for the followving rea-

I S

sons.' First, tile period of tile forces approaches that of the theodolite

re Iadingjs, and second, the short term forces acting on, the buoy system con.-

[ ,tribute more to 'such responses as heave, ya-.i, and tilt (pitch and roll)

than towatch ci,rcle motions. Support for the choice of theodolite

sanwling ate effas provided b , dtailed inspection of the photographic

rfcord for 27 August. Cine samples at one-half minute intervals shorted

only siooth horizonta bun atis beween theodol ite observati ons

and io, ;i de excursi ons that mnigh~t have- escaped theodloli te observation;

Photographic data for.26 ad 27 Auust also indicated that the antenna

'ti lt reinai ned .wit-hi n'6.5° ;

a I

SOne gyro axis data unit failed shortly after the Shoals tests com-

mencedt loever, it was pjupi od appropriate to consider that a single

A; ,

axis WoUld i, ' fri oiI beut Pfri appoa hvalues Of the

antea, tilt rescontse du to the randcm ya.,in g of the buoy. sstem1 o-,•

,." ;601- 3 5



intention was to obtain a resultant motion from a two-axis record.

Tensiow-ter data proved to be of limited value dtie to a failure of the

transducer resulting from water seepage through the encapsulation mater-

ial.

- Tension--ter calibration curves are shown in Figure XXXII. Sample

gyroscope pitch and roll recordings appear in Figure XXXIII and sample

acceleron2ter and tension.tfer recordings appear in Figure XXXIV.
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IN. CONCLUSIONS

The full scale prototype buoy studies were conducted in two lo-
cations arid produced the foll:,ing results:

Current Tests (Little Bay Tests) These tests were conducted

in tidal currents of up to 1.8 knots with a tidal variation of

6.5 feet in approximtely 52 feet of -water (mean water depth)

-and winds up to 18 knots. Under these conditions, the 3d - buoy
* +

position error was - 5.6 feet (calculation based on all data

-I recorded at this site - note that for nonally distributed data,

99.7% of all data falls within 3d ) about the mean position,

- or a 3F - buoy position watch circle of 11.2 feet. All recorded

data fell within a watch circle of 9.9 feet. Antenna vertical

inclination was a ,'aximum of 6.50.

Open Sea Tests (Isles of Shoals Tests) These tests were con-

* duted in the open ocean with sea conditions up to about stateI
j3-4 seas, with masured winds up to 18 knots, surface currents

up to 0.8 knots, and tidal variations of 8.5 feet with a water

depth of 140 feet (mean lo. water). Under these conditions, the

3a - buoy positi on error was t 9.15 feet (calculation based on

all data recorded for this site through 10 Septenmber - the 12

Septeirber data was not used since only one of the four rubber

links i the mooring was intact) about the mean position, or a

3a - buoy position watch circle of 18.3 feet.' All record-cd data

-fell within a watch circle of 16.4 feet. The antenna vertical
+ c*Oi ncli i zA i iihi n-. .. i 1 j-,.(!. wrti cal

heavc acceleraticn never Gxce(:ckad .6 fL./sec. 2

65
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f ased upon these results, it is apparent that the PARA-DOY design.

will essentially oeet the perfonance specifications outlined in Table 1.

Therefore, the data support a recoawndation that a buoy-mounted naviga-

tion slave station be used in the Hysurdi System.

Engineering Design and Analysis Laboratory

Uni versity of Hew Hampshi re

March 1969

ji
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~iIft APPENDIX II
Data on Navigation Systefls

The -tabl'es whi-ch follow wiere prepared by C. G. Welling and 11. J.

Crui-ck3hank. They were contained-in a paper entitled "Review of

Available flardaare 14eeded for Undersea 1Mnig," pre-lent at the 2nd

Annual H1TS Conference, Wrashington, D. C. 1966.

Additional material on the subject of navigation systemis is con-

tained in references 1 , 2, 3, and 4, shown in Appendix 1 , .and in a

reportll by D. H. Clegg and G. H. Savage, entitled "A Study of the

Feasility of Vaiu~avgto Sysen for Use in Installation of
-the Pacific Seaspider," Technical Re o N.105, Engineering Desigo

and Analysis Laboratory, University of New lmshire, Duurham, flew

Hapshi re, Septenter 1967.-
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APPEIWIX III

Sek Flyte Buoy for llysurch System

Thie design analysis" of hydrostatic buoys, that is, a buoy confi-

* guration ,!hich does not inherently produce lift, had revealed that a'*

'state-of-the-art design would not necessarily r.jet the specifications.

As -a result of discussions 'With personnel at Arbdn Mlarine Products, Inc.

at Long Beach, California, an experimnntal buoy configuration was de-

signed. This appendix contains sone of the materials supplied by Arben

concerning the buoy, which is called Sea Flyte. The desig sequence

fox this 4uoy was:

1) An analysis of the potential performance of a subnm3rged

. airf6il-shaped buoy in, th? environments predicted for the

flysurch system. ,
, "~2) A.3/4 scale model study, of .t:o, airfoil configurations, i.e., :

cpnventional wing and swept-back wing.

' 3). Design and corstruction of a full scale prototype.

The ana.lysis .assufficiently proIising that Arben M.arine Products

Wilt two 1/4: scale modelsaand tested them in equivalent full 'scale

currents of 7.5 knots.' The conventiohal 'ving section stayed within the

equivalent ,full scale watch circle of 15 feet in 150 feet of v;rat~r up

• to an'ecuivalent full scale currtnt of 4.0 knots. The characteristics

in equivalent Sea State 3 were 'also promising. Therefore, a full scale

prototype was desighed .and constructed; At this writing, open sea eval-

uations are in pr6gress.;

a I .

I 

I
• • • • • •



The material in this appendix is provided to enable the reader -

I to gain an undzrstanding of the basic concepts behind the Sea Flyte

buoy. Detailed inforiation on the design can be supplied by Arben

Marine Products. Then open-sea tests are coampleted, test results will

most likely be available "through the Jiavil Oceanographic Office or

Arber. Parine Products.
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ARM - 1 Blg S, ] .
2030 Wast 16th Steet

IaWg Beach, Callfarnia 90M1 A/C 2I34-S97l-"

Tecical Wark Statemt
(X7orie aNta)

lciteProposal 6568DB-235-ysarh Doy Program

1. CodatumrtIon of Flotation Section:

1.1 e flotatiom porticm of the buoy is coprised of an ai-foll
section similar to NASA 653-618 (ee attached drawing)
vith modifications as follows:

1.1.1 Incrporated into the traling edge of the section is
a Reflex Section which may be adjusted.

1.1.2 Tip fences are incorporated on the lower surface
only.

1.2 The span of the section is presently fifteen feet, the
chord is six feet and the Fineness Ratio is 5.46.

1.3 The unit has a gross displacement of 2500 lbs. when sub-
merged to the Mean Static Waterline.

. 1.4 The unit has a dynamic lift of 639 lbs. 0 49 c< @ 2 knots
current flow.

1.5 Static dry weight of the flotation unit is 600 lbs. ±
100 lbs.

1.6 The unit is fabricated of Glass Reinforced Plastic, hand
laminated of marine flexible Polyester, with skin thickness
to be determined by Arben Marine Products.

1.7 The interior of the unit is filled with polyurethane foam,
and sealed.

1.8 Battery and instrumentation chambers are incorporated into
the flotation unit with suitable access panels and aerial
leads to the mast.

2. Configuration of Mast:

2.1 The lower section of the mast is comprised of three
aluminw tubes forming a tripod to support the trans-
mitting aerial.

2.2 The tubes are supplied with fixed fairings of NASA 654-021
section (see attached drawing) below the mean water line
and with free pivoting fairings above the mean water line.
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2.3 Barizontal stiffemrs of alminma are placed at p lat

Interwal appled with thued g-mef&rp'
2.4 no aimminm. tubes are filled wth polyuretbow roer to

daW asiater intrusion.

2.5 7W mot is corised of two wrtical secttos; Joined by
bolt plates, to faciltate adlig and shipping.

2.6 me upper sectimn of the mast is a fiberlass mopole
mounted to the top of the alzadziu structure.

2.7 Dry might of the mast Is approx. 150 1b.

3. morim Attadmet Structure.

3.1 7he mooring attaciment structure is fabricated of gus
reinforced plastics with internal structure to absorb
mooring loads, ad Is f with polyuretme foam

3.2 A swivel fitting accepts the cable shackle in order to
allov the buoy to fair into the existing current.

4. Recoened Moorin Cable.
1) hlnflax Aiu-dn- Coasted Steel Cable. 5/16*-x3 9 (c-1.3)

S.F.=2. 4 25 (Preferred murce: American Chain and Cable)

2) AlUflx 3/. x6z19 (C.6) S.F.=3.h4 with Integrated hair
fairing. Prferred source: American Chain and Cable)

5. Recommned Anchor - Defaviland explosive anchor or equivalent
6 /1ee00 lb. restraining force. e

6. Systat Dynamit.

6.1 The combination of nt buoyancy, low dednc lift,
and the forward lift vector of the airfoil section are
designed to produce a buoy syste wich will aintasn an
extremely small watch circle and excellent dynmc and
static stability.

6.1.1 The static stability of the buoy is dependent upon
the not static buoyancy of the flotation section.,
which pivots about tfie taut-virm mooring point
located below it, to provide Righting Moments.

6.1.2 The dynamic lift of the buoy is provided by current
flow along the chord of the airfoil configuration.
The basic purpose of the dynamic lift is to provide
a small component of forward lift which increases
with current flow to overcome the additional drag
of the current. Neither the dynamic lift nor its
forward component are present or required in a zero-

current situation.
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this function.

6.1.4 Th; i Ira-: of 0a e particular airfoil se.-tion
employedc vs. tae fo'uare1 1itt Veto Of that
section nxe tradeoffr vhich' malt b
to 7covidl the~ owtvc.r-M. stobility~ and i
charactezxictcs reqcuired Of "hle Sstem.

react; ve, to cmirrent fiorm- and4 to .hcvc a m-mar
rotatio-nal velocity otr .25 ra i~nsmc in 2 cNmo t
currc..t mwd ;;.ay not reaet a~s wall irt ce-div currents
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Gross 0~. ; ns-3200~ Jlbs.

G~ross; SK...a 'O..C 80) Vbs.
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/?P1EtIAIX IV

Background ltcri als on Stem AntiennaS

This appendix contains background nterials on the Stem antenna,

manufactured by thep Spar Aeorospace Products Liplited Divi-on of de

adAircraft of anada, ot,.aaa

Mill,
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L~Il"~(416) 676-3333J
'.-,rnalt Tor/Cable SO-rsmalton Tor

:;alcs JcfcrenceMay 10, 9g

* CG375b,1103

'.F. I-Iess,
FEDAL, Kingsbury Hall,
U~niversity of New Hampshire,
Durham, New H~ampshire 03824.

Dear Fred,

With reference to our telephone conv -- sation of today, we are
pleased to enclose our standard dlata package, and Outline and Installation
Drawvings of typical mechanisns hc a utyu ldroahi bul
application. We would also be plea!ted to deliver to you, for your ev Llu-
ation, oneC single 35 ft. long, stainless steel element. This would be our
standarAd 3 1/8 inch diameter, overlapped STEM~ tube. The cost for this
item would be $100. 00 U. S., F.0. B. Maltom, Ontario, exclusive of all
!-xes, tariffs and duties; terms, net 30 d-ays. The quotation is valid for

lasfrom the datc of this letter.

From tho description of your reqiiircments, i~t would appoarA
f.at actual production hardware might utilize multi-elcment, Z inch
diameter BI-STEM. For this reason, we are also enclosing anl extract,
describing a similar aplcto.To be truly representative of opera-
tional hardwAre, the 3 118 inch sample shouldl be cc uippcd w-,ith proper
'root and tip plug fixations. We would be pleas -d to provide you with
detailIs for these components at a later date.

We tru~t thiat the enclosed ixiforination is adc-quate for your
precsent needs, and look forward to your further con-u-uni cat il in this
inatter,

Yours very timuly,

SPAR AEROSPACE~ PRODUCTS LIiMITE~D I

P!11

- T- Prd~t oalnit



Aerospace Products Limited
6022, Toronto Tnternational Airport

Canada/Phono (416) 676-3333
o 2-29362 Spermalt Tor/Cable Spemlton Tor

STEM

STORABLE TUBULAR

for ground enviroment

.1 ANTENNAS

MAST .

In response to a long-acknowledged need
for antenna members with a high degree of
extendibility, minimum space storability, '"
light weight and utmost reliability, SPAR
Aerospace earlyr in 1960 undertook a re- .,
search project to develop such a product /
for a major spacecraft system.

This program, a resounding success, pro-
duced the- first of an entire system of such
devices, which have become widely known as
STEMs (Storable Tubular Extendible Members). -
Within a year a similar program was '
launched to develop the device for ground
environment use; the applications shown resilient spring metal, heat-treated
overleaf are typical of what can be for maximum flexibility with an unfurled
achieved ,with this unique development, overlap characteristic of about 1800.
THE STEM PRINCIPLE This provides the tubular element with
The key to the STEM system is a con- strength equal to a complete seamless
tinuous strip of member of similar diameter and wall

thickness.

"furing ,,ele., Storage of the membor is accomplished by
so,°jc Drum, coiling the tube around or into a cylin-

drical drum, which rotates for extension
and retraction either by means of a motor's
drive or hand crank. Push-pull and self-
extendible concepts are also available.

...... . Since retraction of the element requires

supplying strain energy to the flattening
spring tube, the stored element has a
natural tendency to self-extend; thus
very little unfurling power is required.
In application, of considerable strain,

.o,,.,, ,,, the deployed bending and torsional stre-
.( ) ngth of the member may be increased by

simply nesting several spring elements

together in a given diameter.82
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-. ~ ~ ~ ~ i A~~.....

- GE1AMMA WPJUOSE TiMSOVI'AMSLi

- s/8 nMIcn pIiAy-12I SIMI~ i-AST

YIODEL -543,9

1.0 ITRODUCTIOU1

1.1 .This bpepification coirers tti parforia-ance capabilities, installation,
data, stan.dard arid opinlfeatures, on a, qui ek-erectabic, tran por-able

£ mast of the STEM. t-vrje, empl ovin- an unfurlable tube formed by heat
tyeati!ng a Petal strip Ipito. a circ-ular section in such a mannar that the
edges oVerlap by approxiiaately 1800'. The r-ast is of a genera purpose
'desi papable. Qof blevdtiig a variety of tiploads varying fromi antecnfiis
and reflectors to lightA beacons and television came rass unsupportecd or
guyed.

2.0 MI~fFC-2!At."E SUISARY

'2.1 Ti-plo ad, w~eight and. geor:Ary deten n- the allloiia)le A-inds ped for
a given heient (o -vice versa). .It is,, therefore, impracticable to
providie" an -03. cnconipassing' set of data coveri-ng ever-y possible cobin-
.tion of wiieght and idra., area. 'De, llavilan --- hs prepared a compuiter pro-
gram, vizich permits, quick assess-ment of feasibility. It optiUr.iivPs the4

£ mast configuiration for ininbum ureight considering also such variables nas
ice thickness, Uip sl.ope )Thitation., ba:e tilt mngle and diffenptiation

a. Ubtween bpraioa~Cl adLL bLwoVV-J uiLspac d. The foiaocrng dJat~ai

typical iand indicative of the .STE14' s capabilities.a

a 2.2 -Unsupported (Cant2ler, I-as

Case lIhI Case tB'

*1,,e, d-hiht*.....00 99 000960* 45 ft.- 50 ft.
Tiploa. 000000 00000 00I00@0 0 51
Tip firea equaialent flat 'plate) ........... 2 ft. --

Base Tilt lown,;0 . 0 1 .0 0 0 ~ 00 .. 15 degrees 1.5 degrees
Survival WJindspjed 50 j oa~~so 5 .p.h. 70Om p.h.

3-;'0 PHYSICAL DI111SI ONS AID) IWIimIT

3.1 Dimensions '

* Iast d:Ln''atci oooooooeoo0000*600o00 *G~o~o 600 G* *o .cc 3-Ti/8 inch
Oircrll r tcd height (less tpod. 0 0 ....... ~~L2ic

aOverall viicith (exclixteing ::unn flange).. 0 : 0040 19-4/2 -Uih
Overall. dO1Tth (cxc*AvAC21fl moui w flange) 0.0 Y0 400001.'/4 -ic

-~~~ 3.2'c~.1

* ~To " on - .1- ----.-------. - -t



YMdel 539

4.0 JEAIG PRTICULAIS

4.1 Quick replaceable tape unit facilitates the c:-ch-ane of damaged
masts affl p-rmi.s the use of the saz.e nast housing and wirding machanii
with several 'mast configurations designed and optimized for specific
applications. .

4.2 Sta.ilcss steel rast material for rxirmi corrosion resistance.

4.3 Excnsion fi d"rctraction by 110 VAC, 60 cps, sihgle phase, fractional
horsepower universal motor (1/4;-3/4 hp)' Self-extending tendency of
wound ta-pe counter balances tip load and rcduces paak winding torques.

4.4 l11axanm strength is obtained by using a multiple of STEM tubes
concentrically nested, yet ound on a single dum.
4.5 Electrical cables leading to tip-load can be conveniently fed

* through the bore of the mast.

4.6 Provision for manual operation in case of rotor or po'wer faglure.

4.7 Rcduction gearing integral vith tap- spool.

K 4.8 Includes motor drive control proxri6.ng autcmatic mvwtiaim extension
lal rutraction limiting as well as height readout potent.iometer 2030

ohms, 1 iatt for romote haight indication.

5.0 IIUSTALUTION DATA

5.1 lodel draming 51439 shoiws all the leading dimensions vand illustratcs
how tha equipmrxt can be installed.

5.2 The basic unit comprises the mast housing, c/ . winding mechanism.,

quick replaceable tape uit, tapa spool cover, mast endcap, mounting
6.0 flange an electrical motor drive assenibly.

6.0 0PIOI.IAL FEATURES

6.1 To pe-rmit h...r ;ind speeds si ngIc point guying kit Part. No.
5.139F2-1 may be ordcered.

6.2 In lieu of the AC drive, a 28 volt DC electric motor many bo
installed.

Sp3ecifLcations furis1hod by de l1avilland are blieved to be accurate and reli-
able. However, all sr.cificaition data is sn,,bjcct to change without notice.

Tie Do 1avi].and Aircraft of Cmarj'-o, Litited"
k Spcipl ProrlueCLs and rkpplicR..,..'Y ,, Divi.ison,

*-2-- REPRODUC\
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2.0 OCA VIBR&TI

Sea Tests vere conpted o Aprl 2, 1964 IntheGlf of Mexico. The
see state w JWlgsd to be state 4. The spacecraft has 3 natural fre-
quencies iabich are approximately

= 0.07 (cps) for heave notion
fn2= 0.25 (cps) for roll motion

f4 = 0.33 (cps) for pitch motion

It would be desirable to have these values :ore accurately established
by an experiment.

Roll semd to be the most severe and an analysis of the transfer of
ocean vibration via roll motion of the capsule to the antenna is presented
in appendix A.

3.0 BtUKLING MM VICAL LOADIM

An antenna subjected to its D'Alembert force due to heave acceleration
may buckle. In Appendix B it is shown that the vertical acceleration would
have to be of the order of 12g before the antenna would buckle.

4.0 BET PHENOMENO

4P The Gemini High Frequency Whip Antenna was observed to exhibit beating
when carrying out free vibration. Some coupling between flexure in two
perpendicular directions exists and when, a flexural free vibration is
couenced in y-direction it is observed to die away and notion in x-direction
builds up. Subsequently the motion in x-direction dies away, while beat
in y-direction builds up again. The period of this exchange of flexural
vibration is computed in Appendix C and is found to be 90 (a).

5.0 EMDG

In Appendix D the distribution of the bending moment for booms of
15 (ft), 14 (ft), and 13 (ft) length is plotted. The bending moment was
obtained by assuming that the boom was rotated through 570 at a maximumi
angular acceleration of 2.18 (rad/82). The extreme position of the boom
is 47.50 from the.vertical. Acting on the boom is a 15 knot horizontal
wind. A tip load of 0.31 (Ib) is also present.

-2-
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The bemding mmet distributions wre linearized and then used
to recen optiumu lengths for the 5 nested elements of the boom.,
2 of iibich go anl the vey to the tip.

6.0 TMIN

STSK tubes do not exbibit much torsional stiffness. By preventing
warping at the ends. of a tube, the torsional stiffness can be imroved
consideray. The lpoentdepends on the length of the tube. The
shoArter the tube, the greater the improvmnt. In Appendix E., it is

showin that for the Gemniui EF 1ip, Antenm,. prevention of warping at
both endis Increases the torsional atiffbeus by alsost 700%. The pro-
vision of a ploy guide and of a tip plug, both designed sunh that they
prevent warping effectively, in therefore strongly recoimnd.
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JNG-SP-R.h101

U APPEOM A

ON M TRAeR CV OAW V1T1O( TO SM hAl OF FEIOAMr
SPAC2 CAPSUM (UI ANM , GEfU SACCRAFT)

1.0 Puff= oF.WIGhYiO

) purpose of the present investigation is to obtain an estimate
of the -spectral density of antena 'vibration caused by ocean vibration
at sea otate 4.

2.0 RUVE VIBRATION

2.1 ?be displacement spectral density of ocean waves at sea
state 4 is given in Figure Al.

2.2 The atb\al frekuency of roll vibrations of the Gemini space-
craft cple 4 prrmtely 0.25 (c). The damping factor is
assmeed to ber =0.5. The square of the transfer function is
shown In Figure -AZ.

2.3 The rol displacement spectral density is obtained by muti-
0plying the curves of Figures I and 2 and is shown in Figure A3.

2.4 Based on the assumption that the antenna carries out flexural
vibration and that it has a -very s damping factor (' = 0.01)
and that its natural frequency is 1.5 (cps), the square of its trans-
fer function for flexural vibration is as shown in Figure A4. It is
also assumed that heave and pitch motion of the capsule do not
contribute to the flexural vibration of the antenna, rendering
the analysis presented here only approximate.

2.5 The flexural displacement spectral density of relative antenna
vibration (i.e. antenna bending with respect to the capsule) is
obtained by multiplying the curve of Figure A3 by that of Figure
A4. The resulting spectral density is shown in Figure A5.

3.0 RESULTS

An inspection of Figure A5 indicates that at sea state 4, the
Gemini HF Whip Antenna should exhibit pronounced flexural vibration
at 0.09 (cps)

-4-
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and 0.25 (cps). vibration records taken dmuin the spacecrt gstability
test (see letter of April 9th, 1964) bare not been =de avaiabole to
dellvfland. It is expected than an analysis of the record iould show
the presence of large aqplitudes at frequencies of 0.25 and 0.09 (epe).

-5-
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, £ APPEND-IX B -

a $ 5 a a

; I

BUCKLYING UNDER V 2"ZAL ACCELERA'7ON, GEMINI M-I. WHIP AN'TIM-NN-

£ a
A5sume tha. a 15 () antenna i mo":r:ed v-c " s a canti"ver.

The lr,-cai load dai.-ng , - ::in b;c''ding (Timoshentso and Gere) is "the.
approximately

I -I

a- 1 1 a

a £

he qun: P is th toa lod oi6eeet 10lnt

d05 08 010 (in) i ,

p A- 12. (4)) a0:)0"

I --

• .la. o'n elmn df 18"ln,

m . r '( •18o (i) t, = 0.8,4 :0510.

I '386

Mx 0. 602 4Q.bs?-Iin)a

• accel-ration is obtained by %riting

a,= P 12.2 4020(in/p j

M m 0.00264 '

or al2g g I

I a ; a

f .' . 1

Neglected are: .

aI (which o*l g a O.-e s 2  of "all ),

T The a sorterelements'(which would givesan oindeasei value of "a").

-:. 'a = _P = 1 . 6 0 i . - , a

aOa 95= ,a a'

II
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O THE BENZ NOM 0 AT PHENON W.F -E GEMINI HF WHIP ANENNA

The fundamen.tal e.xvrzl nat zrai frequency in one plane is
I - I

in 0.94 (cps)',
! !-

or "

' t3on =,5.92 (rad,'s) - (3 1

In the other plane, the na ral frequincy is slightly different, because the
inertia moment is difffereY.

: r 0 = I--18 5.92 =6.006 (tad/s)
* 1

2 1.813

Tl

TY he resi.alting mot-on c the system may be regarded as being male
up of 'superposeA principal no.-_"es. Thus we can write.

x , = cA1 os It +..BI cosi £t

, ay = AZ cos 01 + BZ cos' Zt

If the .systeryi i:,sfar-ed:of; vith y 0 andX = A

:= A co's 0 It + A cos 0 2t

Y Y=A cos t  A cos 0 zt

By employing trigonom'ri,: identie

1) a X A"cos -.- , * C.oS L&~
ax co

::" ; "---..2._ , 10 -
a9aI

a I 1
a * a_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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y =A sin - - -t. --.

New le;

0z - 1 = = 0.14 ='2(0.07)

C 01 +&' = Z 0= 5.92 (rad!s)

-e n

x =A cos. A cos tj t

y = A sin A t sir.cot

One complete bet. cycle his a period of

27 Z- _ = 90 (s)
A-. 0.07
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APPEIT'nD D

BENDIN.%G MOMENTS OF OEM7.i-I HF WHIP ANTENNAk

The bending mome=!t applied to a boom is aszmed to ccns3i.-t af
(see also Figur~ D 1):-

Self weight (at 47. 50 from vria
Angul.ar Acccele-ration (Z. 1S Gi!2 )o self. weight 4./5
Wind Load (-sue to a 15 1kno: horizont1-al wind)
Tip weight (0. 31 -11b)
Acceleractien of tip wveight-

Booms of 15 (O, 14 (f-;-) and 131 (ft) were co~iza*_;r&red. Op'-invnn
-len'gths for the nested elerrier.=s were obtainfed antd are ictr ive *

elements are nested in each case, two of which are :,- fer.1 cgTh o
simp'lify the anal-;sis, the 1iending moment distrili-t :n wras lnai;d

.he risare shown in Figi2res DZ, D3 an- D4.

The following -.ss--,-ptions we-re rns&c in tche anal-sis:

(a) Any ird.'Zene co- th'e normal load- compor-snt of self weight
and tip weight has bee--n disregarded.

(b) The inflazence of deic-rmstion vupo:n she lcad! has been neglected.

(c) The aerod-ynamicz drag caeflicient CD has b,:en takcen -o.e1za
1.20.

(d) The maxir-num permissiblce ben2ding mnoma-_' f,-= a STEM
szection wa,-- taken to 'he that defining lcc~al ins-,'li7 Viz:

w Ith: k 0.75 z- rmz~lci~V
v =0.3 Poissoi-'s ra tio
d (in) diai-eter
t (ill) LflicJ~2ss

n. nuibczr o~f c!ci-nr
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ICAPPIEDIX E

TonsioN aF GU]INI EF muIP ANEmNN

The equation relating torque T (in ib) and twist angle (O(rad)
of a Gemini EF Vltp Antenna of 16 foot length, where warping is pre-
vented at both ends, can be shown to be:

where C = 1.85 (in 2 lb) is the torsional, rigidity.

With ploy guide, bat without tip plug (i.e., with warping prevented
at root and warping permitted at tip), the twist versus torque relation
becomes

1.97 T
c

Without ploy guide and without tip plug (i.e. warping permittedcat both ends), the twist versus torque relationship is

(T

A comparison of the results indicates that prevention of warping
at one end (e.g. by a ploy guide), increases Lhe torsional stiffness
by 97% and prevention of warping at both ends (e.g. by a ploy guide
and a tip plug), increases the torsional stiffness by 68%.

(._ -17-
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Sackgro;, i' te rials oil "S zSt p - Anchors

This appendix contains background riaterial oil the "Seastaple"

* enbedv-nt andor; developed by the ilational Water Lift Company of

Kalamazoo, Mi ch gan.
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17 May 1968

Hr. Frederick Hess
University of New Hampshire

Kingsbury Hall

Durham, New Hampshire 03824

Dear Mr. Hess:

Your inquiry regarding embedment anchors has been referred to
me for reply. I am pleased to enclose all written material

Scurrently available.

The NWL SEASTAPLE anchor is the result of approximately six
years of development covering a wide range of military and
commercial moorings. You will note that NWL has placed over
200 anchorages as a part of the SEASTAPLE program, with
considerable success in moorings in a variety of bottoms.

For a pe'riod of approximately two years NWL has manufactured
and sold a production design of the MK 5 and MK 50 described
in the attached brochure. Additionally, the operating
instruct.on booklet may provide certain information pertinent
to assembly and placement of the anchors.

Early this year we received an inquiry from Moviblb Offshore,
P.O. Box 51936 O.C.S., Lafayette, Louisiana 70501 (Dr. Murphy
Thibodeaux, Chief Engineer), which over a period of. approxi-
mately three months has matured into an active interest on
Novible's part in purchasing the entire National Water Lift
SEASTAPLE anchor product line for use both in their own
activities and for -manufacture and sale to companies such
as yourself. The status of negotiations with Movible at this
point is that they have taken an option to buy the anchor
program with contract completion anticipated by early summer.

ADIII!ON~ O, " ;-A?., Uf'!O J'.V f:':c, C .,.,FTI'.
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Hr. Frederick Hess
University of New Hampshire
17 May 1968
Page Two

j During this period of negotiations with 1iovible the two
companies have agreed to follow up any important requirements

for the anchor through Movible Offshore, with the direct
technical assistance of National Water Lift supporting Novible
in this venture. The present inventory -of anchors at NWL ar~e
available to Movible Offshore and all NWL "know-how" is also
available to them.

While a fransition of this type sometimes generates customer
problems, you may be: sure that both NWL and Movible will do
their best to minimize them. Under present status a discussion
of procurement of any anchor for your cur'rent requirenents
should be made through Movible Offshore, with the full assistance
of NWL. I am sure Movible will be happy to accommodate you.

Please note that we have had particularly good test results with
SEASTAPLE anchors in rock (shale and coral) as well as in more
conventional bottoms. We have fired several test anchors into
hard-concrete with results similar to natural rock. Pull
ratings in rock generally exceed the anchor ratings by 50% to
100%.

The anchors are rated in a sand or sand-clay mix and are believed
to be conservative in that type of bottom.

I am sure that you will find the SEASTAPLES a most interesting
product, capable of providing low cost anchorages in difficult

bottom conditions. I have notified Dr. Thibodeaux of your
interest in order that he can follow up your inquiry.

Very truly yours,

NATIONAL WATER LIFT COMPANY'

[ JO n F. SC)6eppl /. r ec t or of 7/

ew Products & Development

JFS:cc

t. enclosures: (1) NWL SEASTAPLE Brochure
W (2) NWL SEASTAPLE Operating Instructions

(3) NWL S'ASTAPLE Background
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'"'ANCIHOR USAGE

l . .. .

,The following list indicates some of the nore recent anchor
applications: -- a

j K~eyport Naval Torpedo Test Station "

1. IK 50 to anchor' instrumentation barge.

Naval OrdnanceLaboratories"

Lauderdate Test i M1K 5's. to evaluate NWL anchor
vsI competitioin anchors.

a* a

NOL Project White-hat .

. 20 MK 5's,.puchased as'a result of the outcome of the

Lauderdale test to, be used to hold instrumentation
packages in an underwater explosion test.

I I

C OPoint "Conception, Califoi'nia.
-1 MK 50, 2 'MK 5's -,demons'tration test for the oil
companies (planting anchors into shale).

a , FRG, Emden
a )

1 "K. 50 - planted in the North Sea off of Emfden,
Germany, to moor an AMODCO type buoy.

'Standard and Union 1Oils

4 ,MK 50's - planted -off of the Oregon coast in shale
' to moor a drillirig rig.

Naval Civil Engineering Laboratories

10 MR 5's'- to evaluate deep water firing of the anchor.

Hudson Laboratories

22 MK 50's - planted on continental shel.f off o'-
'Bermuda as part of the AUTEC Program.

11;.' 71
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N1WL " SEASTAPIE" AN ChOR

National Water Lift Company has developed and plac.ed on the
market two models of the SEASTAPLE e,.bedment anchors. These
models are the MK 5-4000 series which is normally rated; at
5,000r pounds and the MK 50-4003 series rated at 50,000 pounds
of. holding capacity. The :NWL anchor rated holding power is
based on a sand, silt, and clay combination, with the anchor
being pulled in a true vertical position. A variation from
this type of bottom has some effect on holding characteristic,
with tendencies toward 100 percent silt-reducing the holding

capacities, and tendencies toward hard-packed sand increasing
the holding capacities. NWL anchors have been installed in
mud, clay, sand and gravel, coral, shale, and concrete in the

course of a large number of firing tests.

Two fluke configurations are available for the NIK-4000 series.
Model 4000-1 is for sand, mud and clay,,and Model 4005-1 is for
coral, concrete, and shale. Both o'f these configurations can
be interchangeably fired from the MK 5, Model 4000-1 gun.-

The PNK 50-4003 has a single type of fluke wh'ich has been
installed in mud, clay, sand and gravel, coral and shale with-
out changes. The MK 50-4003 series anchors are fired from the
MK 50, Model 4006 gun. I
Both the MK 5 and the MK'50 anchors can be surface fired ori bottom contact fired. .Surface firing is recommended where

practical. Both have pressure switches in the firing circuit
to assure sa'fe handling 'when out of the water or in shal low

water codiditions. The guns have provisions to incorporate

legs to -form a tripod for setting the gun assembly on the
bottom for shallow water -firing or precise location firing.

The life of a SEASTAPLE when set in the bottom is known to.
be quite long. However, the full life an an anchorage is
still unknown. In 1963,. 22 1K 50 SEASTAPLES were used in the
Artemis project off Bermuda. Indications are that: these units
are still in service.

Holding power tests made on the. SEASTAPLES have clearly shown-
that holding power varies with bottom conditions, such as
water content, soil structure, etc. The average holding
power on 20 test units of the NK 5-4000 series sand fluke was
7,400 pounds. All these units were tested'i.n sand, sand-gravel,
sand-clay, and mud--sand-clay bottom conditions. The 'MK 5-4005

( 
. ..

r1 9
* ,. .
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Ucoral flukes test fired int-o concrete test blocks were loaded
to 11,000 pounds without failure or pull-out. Coral flukes
embedded in shale held to the breaking strength of the wire
rope pendant, which is 13,000 pounds.

The HK 50-14003 series flukes rated at 50,000 pounds have held
to a breaking strength of .the wire rope pendant 170,000 pounds
-and have also held 74,000 'to 100,00"0 pounds in bottoms, such
as sind, sand-clay, and extremely soft shale. When the ground

structural strength capabilities are e-ceed.ed the'SEASTAPLE
is pulled free from the bottom. In the higher loaded conditions
the wings of the anchor are usually bent. In this condition
the anchor could be readily rebuilt and reused again.

The materials used in the manufacturing of the anchor is 4130
steel, heat treated to RC 40-43, TI steel at Brinnel 321 and

1020 steel as rolled. The steels selecte'd are based on the

structural requirements as dictated by th.e .various loads
imposed upon the anchor.

The pendant for the HK 5-4000 and 5-4005 anchors is improved
plow ste'el with IWRC. The MK 50-4003 anchor uses VIIS wire
rope with IIRC. Corrosion resistant material could be used,

-\depending upon the oxygen content expected.

YA4nchor holding capacity is a function of th.e anchor penetration.
The MK 5 penetrates from 4 to 20 feet and the MK 50, 4 to 30
feet. An an example, the IlK 50 penetrates shale approximately
5 to 6 feet. The 1lK 5 has been driven into solid concrete
to a depth of one and one-half feet, with resulting holding
up to the breaking strength of the pendant. Likewise, the
MK 50 hds field over 100,000 "on a shale installation and in
several cases up to the breaking strength of 175,000 pounds
of the pendant.

The anchor guns have proven capabilities of firing 15 to 20
times and can be extrapolated to over 100 shots with a chromed
bore.

Preparation of the anchors, such as pre-assembly, finAl
insta'lation of the cartridge, and final checkout prior to -

lowering can be accomplished by one man. However, NWL has
found it sometimes saves time to use a two-man crew.

The shipping container is designed to serve as an assembly
fixture and rotating bed to ready the anchor and to elevate
it to the ver.tical position prior to swinging over the side
and low.ring. With two men working as assemblers anda good

110
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winch or crane operator, anchors can be implanted as fast as

the crane operator can lower the anchor to the bottom and

fire it. By using several guns the assemblers can keep

ahead of the emplacement crew.

4I.

JM: C C
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CONMiENTS ON~ CERTAIN FEATURES OV'INTEREST ON THE'
- NW~L "SEASTAPLE", ANCHOR SYSTEM-

.. I.

Test Background

An attachment to these comments summarizes past tests of'
our anchor. Approximately 200 anchors of various sizes *

*and weights have been set: Approximately 75 percent of

the large anchors tested have been set in various kindsI.of bottoms. Our experience in both heavy and light. A
*anchors is adequate to support the operational use of
this equipment at this time..

*A large percentage of the anchor settings were used for
test purposes and the retrieving pull required (on a
vertical pull) was 'tested and recorded on most- settings.

SBasedon these actual tests in various oceans aoun the
United States we have a high level of confidence on the
pulling power of these anchors in various kinds of bottoms

and have quantifative data on the vertical pull in a
large number of tests.

Reuse of Fluke

The fluke is retrievable by means of nvertical. pull
which exceeds the holding power of the anchor by 50 to

100 percent. Thus, in any type of soft to firm bottoms,
"such as silt, sand, and -silt-sand combinations, the
retrieving force will be found within the limits of
50 t-o 100 percent over the rated pull, on a vertical basis.
In case of fluke salvage of this sort you can expect a

certain amount of daxmage to the flukes of unpredictable
type. However, since the flukes are not what is known as
a precision assembly the parts can be straightened or can
be cut out with a torch and new parts welded, in, with a

consequent saving in cost from reuse. In the case of an
anchor set in coral or shale reuse .s not recomcnded,

since repair costs due'to the "damage would exceed the'

cost of a new fluke.

Rated Pull

The rated anchor holding power is understood to be a
straight vertical. pull by means of a winch operating at

(j a slow rate of speed.

11Ill2 •14
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Effect of Scope.

The effect of scope of the SEASTAPLE anchor is quanti-

tavely unknown. We do know that holding power increases
with scope up to a limiting value. At this time the
vertical holding power can be assumed to be conservative

when the anchor is used with scope. As.experience is
gained an improvement factor can be assigned to various
degrees of scope.

Non-Destructive Test of 1holding Power

Once the fluke is in the dead-man position the force
required to pull the anchor free can be estimated by
pulling vertically on the a-nchor apd measuring the creep
of the anchor at various tensions. In other words, a
50,000 pound anchor'could be tensioned to 25,0"00 pounds
and the rate of creep of the winch noted, then 50,000

pounds and creep noted. From these two values the

probable pull-free force can be estimated.

Safety Precautions

In general we can say that any normal kind of powder
storage would be quite satisfactory with this anchor.

The 50,000 pound anchor uses 3.5 pounds of smokeless
powder of a conventi6nal type. Such cargos of powder

can be stored in a water-proof fashion in an area of a

-ship where accidental fire would not seriously daniage
the ship. The 2poder will not explode until confine'd
and thus is reasonably safe. The use of electric

firing systeimis with conventional igniters and conventional
charging schemes means that these anchors can be set by
anyone skilled in the use of conventional explosives.

With regard to conflict with regulations of different
countries, we have no background in this. We would

presume that handling the powder charges would involve
the same regulations as one would find on use of powder
explosives. These are in common use .throughout the
world. Powder charges for these anchors can be handled
by Air Freight- in the U.S. under proper shipping
classification.
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Substitete for Wire Rope Pendant

An investigation has been performed by NWL and engineering
details worked out to replace the wire rope pendant by a
'chain. It appears that a chain coupling is feasible and

l A chain coupling would last longer on thepractical. log chiondl .
bottom, particularly in-sand. Also, heavy plastic coated

cable could be applied here as an alternate solution.
However, to date, no -test firings have been performed
on this type of installation.

"Wear" on Wire Rope Pendants

One installation of HK 50 anchors has been in use since
.1963. The usage is on an intermittent basis. Most
design criteria has been based on a five-year life for

the anchor system. However, complete data is not
available to determine the exact life expentancy for
various bottom conditions. Wire rope life is based on
the dyclic motion at the water-bottom interface, the

action of sand particles within the wire rope pendant
creating chafing on the individual strands, the

(oxygen content of the emersion and other factors assoc-

"iated with the locat'ion of the anchor implantment. It
is recommended that a clump be used to 'remove the
dynamic effect of wave action on the riser to increase
the mooring life. A MK 50 implanted in shale was main-
tained at an operating load of over 100,000 pounds with
the ultimate breaking strength of the wire rope rated

*at 170,000 pounds.

Danger t6 Divers

Calculations have been made, both by the Navy and by NWL
relative to the danger zone for divers during firing of
the anchors. Actual experience has been had on the

5,000 pound anchor, wherein a diver was within 12 feet

of the anchor. The shock wave effect pushed the diver
back with no ill effects. To date, we have'experienced
no fish kill during the firing of any of the -anchors,
except for one case in which the anchor was fired in a

horizontal position. Fish have been seen fo jump in the
area directly over the 'anchor when fired; however, they
have swum away with no ill effects. The Navy was unwilling
to comment on their theoretical calcul tions in 'the even~t
that there nay be some problem area arise. I believe that
this is a consensus of opinion of aiyone when being asked
for a commitment of this nature. This is an area wherein
each contractor ",ust develop his own experience with his
own divers to determine the level at which he wishes to
work.
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APPEIDIXVI

This appendix contains background materials on the Sea-Fix

I radio navigation system, developed by Decca Survey Systems, Inc.,

* " Houston, Texas.
I
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SEA-FIX

I-. A Preliminary Introduction

( )o

°I

by

Decca Survey Systcns, Inc.

3418 Mercer, Houston, "xas 77027 
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S-A-FIX is an -ccurate electronic positi6n-fixing system intended for hydrographic use. It was

developed in answer to the need for a quick reaction time, readily transportable, reliable and accurate
system for offshore operations concerning surveys, salvage, mine-sweeping, and oceanography, at a
distance from land too far for the employment of accurate shorc-bascd electronic position-fixing
systems; or in a hostile situation where tl:e !ind mass is untenable for any reason. SEA-FIX consists of
three or four buoys housing transmitting stations, and shipboard receiving equipment. Buoy stations .-
are designed to withstand severe weather conditions and maintain an efficient watch circle in cu-
to 4.5 knots.

The transmitting buoys are moored at sea in a predetermined geographical pattern and energized.
These buoys, designated "Master" s.ad "Slavcs", radiate electromagnetic energy on a selected ;.J
frequency within the 1600-2000 Kh/z range. Each radiates in turn, synchronized in time sequence
and phase by control signals generated by the Master station buoy. These radiated signals form,
stationary wave patterns in space, known as a "lattice". A receiver moving across this lattice gives
continuous indication of its position with respect to the transmitting buoys. If the positions of the
buoys have been accurately determined, the data given by the receiver may be converted into geo-
graphical coordinates by reference to a map or chart on which the SEA-FIX patterns (lattice) are
shown.

Two types of lattice may be generated. These are hyperbolic and circular. The hyperbolic
lattice consists of lines of equal phase difference between the signals received from two transmitting --

stations. (See figure 1). These form navigational position lines; intersection of a position-line of one
pattern with a line of the other at a user's receiver fixes his position. A hyperbolic lattice, therefore,
needs at least two pairs of transmitting stations to provide a "fix". In practice, the master station is I-

common; the remaininng stations are known as "Slaves". To provide all around coverage, three slaves
may be used. The imaginary line drawn from the master to a slave is termed a base line. In a hyper- H
bolie lattice, the position lines diverge as they recede from the baseline, resulting in a decreasing
accuracy with distance. This decrease is shown in figure 2, a typical hyperbolic accuracy contour
chart. H

In cases where a high order of accuracy is required over a larger area, the SEA-FIX system may
be operated in the range/range mode. The same number of patterns are generated as in the hyperbolic
mode but the master station is now installed in the user's ship; this results in patterns of a circular
shape, which are centered on the slave stations (See figure 3). Whereas in the hyperbolic mode any
number of user's receivers may be operated on one lattice, in a range/range mode, only one receiver - .
may use the lattice. An accuracy contour of a typical range/range configuratioi is shown in figure 4.

The peculiar benefit of SEA-FIX lies in the fact that it is not dependent upon shore sites for_
installation. It can either be sited in at known geographical points in the sea or.arranged to provide, a
relative lattice when exact geographical reference is not required, but accurate coverage of an arda"

, is desired.

DESCR!PTION,
A SEA-FIX installation ready for use is called a "Chain". In a hyperbblic chain the master

control unit injects the trigger and master pulses into a transmitter at the master station. The slave
stations receive these pulses, the first of which triggers the electronic tinier, the second locks the
control unit to the phase and fequency of the master. The. slave now is "locked" to the master and

".1
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on the shipbc .0t receiver cou'.eis whicih, whe1 %, 8,par, -i1 . ,-dru,"n iatt'.:c c'-a1s, w4!i
giv the exact dista,. travelled. (.2) "iis zo i., predetermineu. t the appr,.pri:ate counter re di.,

1 econd slave is placed in oper.Ition and lowered over the side. (3) There then exists a R:nge/
za,1ae configuration which can be used to position the Master-station. In practice the shi) steams

along the required range circle from one slave and lays a marker buoy in the required position as
indicated by the readings obtained from the second slave. (4) Predetermnined readings are taken from
the standard chain configuration cables.

The master buoy is moored over the position buoy, the baseline extensions of the two slaves
crossed and the chain is fully operational.

Any number of vessels may simultaneously use a hyperbolic chain,. with only a receiver and
track plotter aboard. However, when a high order of accuracy over a* large area is desired, and
the use of only one active vessel is permissible, the sea-fix chain may be rearranged into the Range/

Range mode. This entails operation of the Master station and the Sea-Fix receiver aboard the vessel.
The Range/Range system offers several distinct advantages over the hyperbolic method of

operation:
A. Only two stations need be moored, thus saving time and maintenance.
B. Computation of a hyperbolic lattice is avoided. The position lines are circles centered on

the two slaves.
C. The measurements are unaffected by "lane expansion" and so the effects of phase errors

in terms of distance are relatively small over the whole area of coverage. The area covered
by the high-accuracy contours is much greater than that of the hyperbolic chain.

To establish a range/range chain, only the slaves are moored, as in a hyperbolic chain. The ship
then steams off a distance and measures accu'rately the range to each of the slaves. Several of these

surements compared with' receiver counter readings will indicate the fractional lane constant
riror which must be subtracted in preplots'and post plots of the area coverage.

Accuracy contours for typical hyperbolic and range/range chains have been shown in figures 2
and 4. Each of the systems have their appropriate use and either will give repeatability accuracy well
within the practical requirements of modern hydrography and oceanography. Repeatability of the
hyperbolic mode of operation is accurate to within .01 Lane: Of the range/range mode, .015 Lane.

"MAINTENANCE

. The SEA-FIX buoys are constructed of a low-maintenance material and require only occasional

cleaning. A Lister LPI diesel motor generator is utilized to provide long life and minimum main-
tenance. It can, however, be removed from the buoy and serviced by any competent diesel mechanic
when required. It is recommended that at the end of each survey, the diesel be removed from the

• 1tioy and tho~oughly cleaned.
The. electronic equipment is of solid-state modular construction and requires a minimum of

attention.
An operating chain must be serviced at least each 30 days.
One qualified technician is required for overall maintenance of the chain. He will be stationed

aboard ship with the receiver. Utilizing tie receiver aboard ship lie can make rough checks of the
shve operation, and with the proper test equipment can provide field maintenance and overhaul of
hI total chain when it is hoisted aboard ship.

A space aboard ship is required for the maintenance technician, in which he can store test
equipment and spare parts, and perform bench maintenance of electronic units. In chains which

* 4 perate for very long periods between recovery, it is advisable to hive spare transmitters and control
units to facilitate servicing. This permits replacement of units and assures a minimum down time

-of the chIain.
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[ mision (frequency) .Nominally in th band 1600-1800 kc/s (kliz) I..

,11"iiger frequency Transmission frequency ldss 60 c/s (I iz) I. .1
Type of transinission Interrupted continuous wave, time multiplex i

-I

Switching rate* Five times p'er second .

piacliated power Approximately 1.5 watt from 30 feet vertical antenna j
Maximum operating range (over sea) 30 N Miles

,Mlaximum receiver speed One lane per second

Power supp .y From 22V to 28V d.c. provided by Lister LPI Diesel M/G I I
delivering IS A at 24 VDC

Refuel time 30-days

Fuel 10 gallon-consumption rate of I lb/day rj

)strumcntal Accuracy Better than 0.01 lane

ical Positioning Accuracy better than 1 meter on the baseline under optimum condi-

of the System tional. This figure represents long-term and short-tern re-
peatability over sea water at the 65% probability level. "i

BUOY STATION CHARACTERISTICS

Buoy station complete 1000 lbs dwt. .- "

(without moor block) 2800 lbs net buoncy
•.18' loa. 4' draft, 32' height above water to tip of antenna.

TilE BUOY

Length 18' divided into two 9' unsinkable sections

Depth 4' . " ]
beam 2'

Weight in air (less equip) 600 Lbs.

Mooring Equipment Integral mounted reel w/200' of 3/16" wire rope. 60' elastic "* ' accumulator. (1500 'lb concrete block with short length 2"
chain is customer furnished)

Watch Circle 5' in 180' water depth @ 1.5 Knot current
10' in 200' water depth 0 2.5 Knot current .
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Q n preparing the chain for operation, (figure 12) tle two halves of each buoy are married and

O ed: The bh.lt bloV k "issecitte to [cb ltO~iiisdc1IOjrdf dla pip11ie clelCroic -

i.ipent is checked for proper operation and the batteries are tested. The diesel generators are
,rled to ensure proper operation and the fi supply is checked. Then, when the ship is exactly in

rosition , the first buoy is lifted clear of the ship, the anchor block is fitted and made ready for
lowering. The anchor block is lowered by a separate, buoyed line (figure 13) which is allowed to
float after the station is moored, and is used to retrieve the block and anchor line. If circumstances do

r.ot pcrinit recovery of the mooring gear, it ma , be released from the reel and allowed to fall to the
bottom of the sea.

As the anchor block is lowered, the wire rope on the buoy reel will pay out until the block"
reaches the bottom. At this instant, the reel is locked and will maintain a tension of 500 lbs on the
line to ensure the minimum watch circle for the buoy. The station i' operating.

The ship will then proceed to each of the other predetermined locations and follow a similar
launching procedure for the other buoys.

There are several methods of laying the chain and placing it in operation. Among which are:
A. Known predetermined geo.g:aphical positions for master and each slave.
B. Crude positioning of the master by means at hand and positioning of slaves by electronic

relationship to master. :
C. Laying the chain to match a predetermined lattice.
It is to be noted that the exact geographical coordinates of an offshore oerating area required

for A above Will seldom be known within the accuracy of a few feet. Consequently, the SEA-FIX
)ten will more often be positioned using method B (figure 14) by fixing the position of the

ister station by dead reckoning, astro-fix, or some other electronic positioning means such as radar.
"VP The master station is planted based on such location information as is best determined with the

tools at hand. (1) the ship steams on a bearing along one edge of the desired operating area, estimating
its position from the master station by the best means available. When a baseline of appropriate
length, say 15 miles, has been covered, the first slave is lowered into the water in the same manner as
the Master, operation checked, and moored. (2) The ship then steams across the extension of the
baseline from master to slave and the pattern reading of the appropriate counter in the receiver is
logged. (3) From the slave, the ship steams off on a bearing such that the angle made with the first
basqline is 30 degrees. After a further 25 miles, the second slave is lowered and moored as before.
(4) The baseline extension of this slave/master combination is crossed and the appropriate pattern
reading on the ships receiver is logged. (5) Finally, the vessel returns to the master station, approxi-
mately 15 miles away. (6) This chain will then have an angle between baselines of about 120
degrees. For most purposes, base angles of 120-150 degrees have been found to give the best com-
promise between accuracy and area of coverage. At the master both baseline extens.ions are crossed
and the pattern counter readings again logged; subtraction of these readings from the previous
individuai slave baseline readings gives the length of each baseline in l~iids."

This information is given to the cartographer who will prepare the hyperbolic lattice. In
addition to this input, the cartographer must know the general layout of the chain and the speed of
propagation of radio waves within the area illuminated by the chain.

Although less accurate, method C (figure IS) is preferred for speed of establishing operations.

In this method, lattice charts are prepared by the cartographer to suitable scales, in advance. Each

U vessel engaged in the operation is provided a quantity of each lattice chart. The chain-laying vessel
Olen prepares the buoys for launching as indicated above. Ilowever, in this method the slaves are

-1aid first. The master and one slave are placed in operation on deck of the vessel. (l)The slave is
lowered over the side and moored. The vessel proceeds on a heading toward the desired location of
slave number two. The master buoy aboard the vessel and the slave in the water will provide a reading
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conitainls a pli~asie dtluin which is continuaily upd:ated by aid : ept in lph;ae wlth tCie master trans-
...ission. lIach slave control unit then in time sequcicy injects a ptilse into its :u~so-i ited transinitter.

-lave radiated siilnai, togclher with that of the niister, is I.del elAlm-'L r ccix 4wlcieh. .t.....

,----' LI . 'operaitions area. Where three .:ives are tzed, tliee sets
of liyperbolae are gencrated called p~atterns 1, ii, aund Ill. Any two patterns are selccted by the user;
tih' position lines of each arc .registered on numerical couilters. At any given instant, a fix is provided
Yjy the observed readings on both counters. .

In a range/range chain two slaves are positioned -is in the hyperbolic chain; however, the master
station is iistalled aboard the ship together with tie user's receiver. When the ship traverses the
operations area, the baselines created betwein the master aboard ship and the anchored slaves vary
in length and the user's receiver sees patterns of circular position lines centered on the respective slave
stations. Fixes are registered by the lane counters as before, except that counts arc arranged to ascend "
as distance from the slaves increases, whereas iii the hyperbolic chain, the counts increase with
distance from the master station.

As indicated in figure 5 (timing chart) a sequence of transmissions occurs five times a se,.ond or -
once every 200 nilliseconds. The trigger pulse occupies the first 20 milliseconds of a sequence
followed by a 10 millisecond buffer period to ensure that the slave timer is synchronized. The master
transmitter buoy then radiates for 40 milliseconds, followed in time sequence by each of the slaves.
All of the buoys radiate on the same frequency with the same power and bandwidth.

The master station consists of a Master Control Unit and Transmitter (see figure 6), Diesel
Generator, batteries, fiel supply and antenna mounted in a buoy and designed for unittended
operation for periods extending as long as 30 days. AltCrnate power supplies are available. Batteries
alone may be used for operating periols 'up to four days. A "pinger" can be added to each buoy to
"acilitate location and recovery in emergencies.

Each slave Ration consists of the same elements as the transmitter station except that a slave
control unit-is-used.

Each of the buoys is identical in appearance (see figure 7) and each is moored with an identical, "'

one-point moor coissisting of 200' of 3/16" wire rope cable wound on a winch atop the buoy and
attached at its free end to a blcek of concrete and a danforth anchor.

As an alternative 'floating station, Decca offers SEA-FIX mounted in inflatable rafts suitable
for short-term operations in moderate to smooth sea environments (see figure 8). "The equipment is :
housed in water-tight fiberglass molded containers and is secured in the raft at time of launching. The
raft reduces to two packages: a 42" x 20" cylinder and a 34" x 25" x 5-1/2" carrying case,

The shipboard installation consists of a SEA-FIX receiver, associated power source, and an
antenna mounted as near the electrical center of the vessel as possible. The -receiver is generaPy
mounted at the plotting position within the bridge and can be installed either temporarily or
permanently (See figure 9).

In addition to the receiver, a Decca Track Plotter is installed. (See figure 10). The Track
Plotter accepts SliA-FIX receiver outputs and displays lane'count readings in rectilinear coordinates
plotted on a graph by a stylus. By use of the track plotter a cont;nuous recording of position is
maintained as an aid to steering and/or as a permanent record of the area covered by the vessel.

The mooring system (see figure 11) consists of a 4" diameter drum wire reel with a disc brake,
upon which is rolled 200' of 3/16" dianeter wire rope. The reel is mounted atop the buoy and feeds
the mooring wire through the center of the buoy and its ballast, to end in a 60' length of elastic
shock cord. The shock cord consists of 4 elastic cords 3/4" diameter. I'ermanently secured to the 1

Qin..free end of the cord is a three foot length of 1/2" chain. 'hiis chain connects the mooring harness to a
1500 lb. concrete block and a steadying d:nforth anchor. The system is designed to m:iintain a
Mooring tension of 500 lbs whiich will ensure that the buoy maintains a mininium watch circle in
conditions of heavy seas or high current.

conditions 123'..
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112E GENERATOR •

- '* List'cr LPI Die'scl gTnerAtbr develoing-1.-ip. 1800 RPM .. - _

I output 15 amps @ 24 volts

Batteries 2,12 volt 100 A heavy duty

• operation Demand. Automatically starts wlien battery v6ftaga decreases
to 22.5V and runs until batteries are charged to 90% of
maximum capacity.

Fuel Diesel fuel

Fuel Capacity 10 gallons to provide an operating period of 30 days

Fuel consumption" 1 lb per day

TIE ANTENNA 30' fiberglass

THE-TRANSMITTER Decca SEA-FIX solid state

,_Power output 1.5 wati

ower.iniput 2 amps at 24 volts,'key down condition-.6 amp Ave current

THE CONTROL UNIT Decca SEA-FIX master and slave control units

Power input .6 amps at 24 volts

SHIPBOARD INSTALLATION

THE RECEIVER Decca SEA-FIX receiver designed for shipboard temporary or
permanent mounting

Power input 2.7 anips-at 24 volts (provided from batteries or vessel)

Readout Deccd counter numerically indicating lanes and parts of a lane
suitable for 2 simultaneous readouts
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TIlE TRACK PLOTI'ER Rectangiihr coordinate plot of course mjade'.qood by vessel. ,

4 ier input 2.5 amps at 24 'volts

paper Decca #350/VG'Graticulatcd rolls 20' or 120'

stylus Biro ballpoint 6/346A - Red, Green or Blue

- TABLE OF WEIGHTS AND DIMENSIONS

ITEM WEIGHT LENGTH WIDTH HEIGHT

BUOY STATION COMPLETE 1000 lb 18' 2' 32' to tip of antenna -- j
MOORING HARNESS COMPLETE 1750 lb (including 1500 lb concrete block)

TRANSMITTER 6 lb 24" 9" 6"

CONTROL UNIT 10-1/2" 24" 9" 6"

ANTENNA 64 lb 30' whip base mounted

GENERATOR 140 lb 17-3/8" 12-7/8" - 17-1/8"

MIERIES 60,lb.ca 16' 8"8o .J

FUEL CONTAINER 10 gallons integral to buoy

RECEIVER 29-3/4 lb 17-1/4" 12-7/8"' 8-1/2" -.

TRACK PLOTTER .- 541b 17-1/2" 15"" .. 15-3/4" "

INFLATABLE STATION 900 lbs 12' 6" 4' 10" 3'
(top of case to
bottom of raft)

, •4
.* 'a
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Fig. 1. Typical Hyperbolic Lattice for all-round Coverage
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